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Among Friends

On the Road

If one is traveling through south central Iowa on a weekend in early April and does not find many Conservative Friends at home, where might one find them? Everybody’s over at Bear Creek Meetinghouse in Earlham, of course, and they’re attending Midyear Meeting of Iowa Yearly Meeting.

And if it’s bright, sunny, and mild—as it is for me on this beautiful spring day—there’s no better place to stand than the large cement meetinghouse porch, which commands an impressive view across fields and trees beyond. One senses the history of this place and imagines the large gatherings of Friends that have occurred here for generations. Not to be ignored either are the inviting smells rising from the kitchen and dining area downstairs, where 100 or so Friends will be drawn soon for the noon meal. And what a spread it will be!

After dinner, Friends gather for a panel discussion on the topic of integrity and Quaker values. The first two presenters, both with many family roots in the meeting, speak from the silence:

Burt Kisling has been a co-op manager for 32 years, and a farmer before that. At his job, he tries to help people find the work for which they’re best suited. He uses no drugs or alcohol personally, and expects the same of those who work for him. He believes in keeping his word. He wants to be known as someone who is aware of the personal and work-related problems of those who work for him. He has come to learn that it’s best to avoid hasty decisions. Members of the Standing family, his relatives, have been important role models for him of personal integrity, gentleness, and faithfulness. He hopes to be more like them, and knows he must devote more time to personal devotional reading and nurturance of the inward Spirit.

Wanda Knight, too, has many family connections to the Standings. She feels blessed to have had five children. All of them have come to claim Quakerism—though they don’t go to meeting. Wanda likes the Webster definition of integrity: “The state of being complete, undivided, or unbroken. Moral soundness; honesty; uprightness.” It’s important in our lives to keep questioning ourselves, Wanda says: “Is this the right thing to do? What organizations deserve our support? How much energy should we put into our houses and lawns? How much time watching TV?” We must take time to open our hearts and our spirits, to let our spirits radiate within us.

I think of Wanda’s words as I travel in the next four days up to the Twin Cities and back across the state of Iowa. Two weeks later I spend a long weekend with Friends at Yellow Springs (Ohio) Meeting. There is good opportunity to worship, share potluck suppers, meet with war tax resisters, and visit in this healthy, lively meeting located on the Antioch College campus.

In future issues I look forward to reporting briefly on other visits among Friends. The Journal’s Board of Managers has encouraged me to plan at least six such trips a year to different areas of the country. What better way for me to add a personal face to many of the names on our subscriber list, hear suggestions of how we might improve the magazine, and get a feel for life among Friends. Besides, I’ve never attended a bad Quaker potluck!
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Marriage questions

Your March issue is yet another cornucopia—thanks! A couple of suggestions in response to the article by Margaret Hope Bacon (“Grow Old Along with Me”):
• Perhaps Margaret or someone could do a companion piece on marriage enrichment for newlyweds, or middle-aged folks (I have a personal stake here; I approach my 25th anniversary this August).
• Could you publish contact addresses for people seeking to form similar groups—the Maces, Fusons, or any yearly meetings that sponsor or coordinate such groups?

John MacDougall
Westford, Mass.

I know that Friends General Conference is actively encouraging couple enrichment. For information, contact FGC Couple Enrichment, 1216 Arch St., 2B, Phila., PA 19107. —Ed.

I have just finished reading “The Marriage Question(s)” (FJ Jan.). I think Laurence Barger is on the right track when he raises questions about the definition of marriage and the complexities inherent in positions taken by many contemporary Quaker meetings.

Although I disagree with Paul of Tarsus on many points, was he right or wrong when he contended that a deeper happiness was possible in sexual sublimation rather than sexual union? Was Augustine of Hippo right or wrong when he also contended that greater joy was possible in separateness rather than sexual union? If greater joy is possible in sexual separation, under what circumstances should the Quaker meeting consecrate sexual union? As medieval as it might sound, my current view is that a meeting should only consecrate a sexual union when procreation is a possibility, and an intended outcome of the specific marriage proposed.

If omniscient, then God could not be a prude, at least in the sense that God has seen it all. God understands the sacred aspect of sexual intimacy. But I find it hard to believe that God consecrates lifelong sexual union with no procreative possibility if spirituality grounded in sexual sublimation is the ideal.

Fornication is very natural, but should God's church or a Quaker meeting be used to sanctify what is merely natural?

Michael C. Thiemann
Des Moines, Iowa

The population question

Amy and Paul Weber assert our common understanding of the human behavior (Forum March): “overpopulation and overconsumption are two sides of the same coin. Population drives up consumption and both drive up pollution.” Then they challenge us: “Are Quakers ready to face up to this dilemma?”

Let men empower women to manage their fertility to stabilize human population. Let women empower men to sustainably manage Earth resources to eliminate poverty. Let us encourage each other to wipe off our U.S. advertising makeup and humbly confront our base materialism, a lifestyle that cannot survive the 21st century.

William M. Alexander
San Luis Obispo, Calif.

Profound silence

Quakers come to meeting with different expectations. I'm made looking for inspiration from each other, sharing reading, biblical text, and experiences inspirational to themselves—and in course inspire each other. There is a clean felt need to give and receive vocal ministry. Perhaps it is that we live in an age of immediate communication in our immediate lives, with a need to get on with it, and little time for in-depth reflection.

And I? I come to meeting in search of profound silence. The profound silence of waiting on the Spirit. I might be astounded by a message for me, one I should expect to explore and ponder for some time long in the struggle to live it. A message might come through me to be spoken, and then I would hope others would ponder it as well, with no interpretation from me, each given the time and space to interpret it in silence in her or his understanding. And blessed might we be when a message comes from such profound silence for the corporate meeting, and long and carefully and joyously might we ponder it in wonder.

But what if there is only profound silence? I am cleansed, clarified, and centered by it. And even without a message, the profound silence in centering us as a meeting gives as much to us, and creates of us a whole. I am sustained by what might happen.

Elizabeth Millett
New Lebanon, N.Y.

Pragmatic universalist

I have long been impressed with Robert Hillegass's unflinching commitment to religious idealism and peace. I agree that we should transcend theological differences among Friends and with other groups, to put our principles in action (FJ Dec. 1983).

I question an item in Robert's statement. He quotes Frances Irene Tabor's view that universalist Friends are "mystical" (FJ July 1992). I have trouble with that. Most universalist Friends, whom I have known well, would base their belief on common sense or pragmatism. Some might say their belief is founded on scientific grounds—which is fine for individuals with a solid grasp of science.

Of course all of us are mystical to some degree, since mysticism is an ingredient in human nature. But that does not seem to justify classifying liberal universalist Quakers as basically mystical.

Put me down as a common sense, pragmatic universalist, happy to work toward peace and social justice with Friends and nonFriends who are of good will.

T. Noel Stern
South Dartmouth, Mass.

Portugal anyone?

We are seeking a person or couple to join us in a small nursery enterprise in northern Portugal. We can help acclimatize to the culture, facilitate bureaucratic paperwork, and learn the language. We hope to find someone with a horticultural background, anxious to leave U.S. "civilization" for calm country life, environmentally and socially responsible, in good health, and preferably between 35 and 45 years of age. No drugs.

"We" includes myself, 46, a member of Orange County (Calif) Meeting, and my husband, Warren Buell, retired from insurance, who lived 25 years in Colombia, where he grew chrysanthemums and strawberries to put his daughters through U.S. universities. "We" includes as well our guardian angel, Luiz, a government agronomist, age 45, married to another agronomist. We have found 3 1/2 acres on an unpolluted river, just above the town of Ponte de Lima, there is government funding to start, and we think initially a cash crop would be good to defray expenses and give a newcomer a chance to learn the culture and language.

We look forward to hearing from anyone who might be interested.

Susan Knox
4990 Ponte de Lima, Portugal

Not the first

I was delighted to read Pam Barratt's article about Bolivian Friends (FJ Feb.). They were a gentle and treasured presence at the 1991 World Gathering of Friends. Lito Llanque, whom Pam Barratt described in her article, gave a wonderful, inspiring sermon on faith at our gathering in Tela, Honduras.

Pam Barratt makes one factual error in her article. 1993 in Bolivia was by no means
the first time an indigenous person was elected to high political office in Latin America. One of Mexico’s most famous presidents, Benito Juárez, elected in 1867 and 1871, was a full-blooded Zapotec.

Again, thanks for this article. I love reading about Friends around the world.

Jeff Keith

Worth 1,000 words

Enclosed is a cartoon by my 13-year-old son, Josh, created as computer-generated art. When I saw a sketch of this, the subject matter made me think your readers might enjoy it. Josh is an eighth-grade student at Cambridge Friends School. He hopes to become a cartoonist when he grows up.

The JOURNAL is great. Thanks for your work. And please tell your art director that as a designer myself, I really enjoy the layout of FJ.

Cynthia Maciel
Arlington, Mass.

Compassionate help

In his letter (FJ March), Bob Barns tackles a subject that human society has quite consistently dodged throughout its long history—that is, providing compassionate help to all who rationally prefer to end their earthly lives instead of waiting for a usually slow and often painful and wracking “natural” death. Of course there are myriad considerations to be taken into account in every individual case, but that should not prevent us from using our God-given intelligence to think through the question, and looking for acceptable formulae that could be applied by the medical fraternity.

Mary Baker Eddy’s lumping of sin, sickness, and death as the three enemies of humankind takes, in my view, the wrong slant on the last of the three; much has been done to modify the effects of both sin and sickness, but death is altogether another matter. We do seem to be stuck with it for the foreseeable future, and should deal with it in our human measure as beings created by God in its image and likeness.

Charles E. Moran, Jr.
Free Union, Va.

Bob Barns wonders if readers might help him with his many questions about calling on medical skills in moving “to another state of living/dying/existing” under certain circumstances.

Many of us share these questions, I’m sure. I’ve discussed them with a number of Friends. Here is a thought that is of decisive importance to me.

The Great Commandment is that we should love one another, not that we should be useful to one another. Our lives are to be valued by our love, not our utility. Another central commandment is that we should bear one another’s burdens. We should do this throughout our lives, not just at the beginnings and endings.

A third revelation is of the meaning of pain, given by the eternal image of Jesus on the cross. Though the image has been overlaid richly with symbolic interpretations, the crucifixion is one of the few absolutely authentic facts of the life of the historical Jesus.

As long as we can look with love upon another human being, no matter how great our pain, we are fulfilling our purpose in this life. And just as important, I believe: as long as we can allow another person to look into our eyes with love, we are embodying the meaning at the heart of life.

Earl L. Fowler
Albany, Ga.

Celebrate holidays

As our Friends Church in Friendswood, Texas, prepares to celebrate Palm Sunday, Good Friday, and the Resurrection, I see with misgiving that Robert Kunkel pronounces that “Quakers don’t celebrate religious holidays” (FJ March). What moves me to write you is that he says: “Of course, as we all know...” We don’t all know! We celebrate Christmas, too! The word Quaker means many things. Please don’t leave us out, Mr. Kunkel. We are Quakers too.

He is risen!

Margaret Shipley
Friendswood, Tex.

The testimonies

Many thanks for the wonderfully rich and yet simple article, “The Testimonies,” in your March issue. It was one of the most clear, concise affirmations of belief I have encountered in a long time, and I wanted to commend the author, A. Zoland Leishear, and you for publishing it. I couldn’t help but think how magnificent it would be if every member of a meeting might come up with her or his own testimony on one page—then, over time, share with each other in small groups their deeper feelings and beliefs. How much we would learn about each other, and how we could come to appreciate that of God in every person.

John C. Morgan
Westerville, Ohio

A useful method

For many years out here in the West, we have been concerned about whether the American Friends Service Committee should continue to use the word Friends in its title.

As a member of Marloma Meeting, part of Southern California Quarterly Meeting, I spent one night a month going to Los Angeles Meeting with delegates from all the other Friends meetings in southern California to confer with Robert Vogel, a representative of AFSC. We were supposed to tell him what Friends wanted, but, to be truthful, he knew more than we did. In any event, this was a system of liaison between Friends and the AFSC that might prove useful in other parts of the country.

Elizabeth Campuzano
McNeal, Ariz.

Attention Friendly pagans

Although I no longer belong to a meeting, and therefore am not officially a Friend, I still feel strongly connected to what seems to me to be central understandings of
Quakerism, namely, the worth of each individual, the possibility that each of us may experience the Divine directly, the rejection of violence and of relationships based on domination of another person. I am also drawn to some of the understandings of the groups which, for want of a better word, are known as "pagans"—reverence for the earth and the natural world, affirmation of the divine within each of us and in that natural world, and recognition of our place as a part of that world. These two positions, Friend and pagan, seem to me to be quite consistent and compatible with each other, yet the pagans with whom I've come in contact appear to be interested primarily in casting spells, holding rituals, devising hierarchical structures for their organizations, and quarrelling over the pagan equivalent of angels on the head of a pin.

Surely there are other Friendly pagans/pagan Friends among the JOURNAL's readers! If you are one, or are interested in discussing these ideas, please write to me.

Anne D. Cope
P.O. Box 266
Dudley, PA 16634

Norman Krekler

Please let me add a small bit to the words about Norman Krekler, who died last July 22nd:

In March 1952, Norman, Raul Zenil, and I accompanied teacher Leo Sandoval to a tiny Seri Indian village in Sonora, Mexico, on the shores of the Gulf of California. We were starting an AFSC-Mexican FSC project, to help build a school for Leo and his students. Later Norman settled in Sonora, to live there nearly 40 years.

In time Norman's interests turned castelly into the rugged mountains of the Chihuahua/Sonora border region. Under his and wife Exelle's leadership, a number of both summer and year-round work camps and projects were made into reality; scores of young folks from around the world were given glimpses into rural Mexican life and Quaker values. In the decades to come, in places like Mesa Abajo, El Cordon, Mesa Campanero, Guisamopa, and many others, there will be men and women saying fondly, "Oh, yes! I knew Norman. He was un buen hombre!"

One day several years ago as he and I were searching Hermosillo for a part for a repair job at the Quaker Center ("Casa Heberto Sein"), I asked him, "Norman, with all the places in the world to set in, why did you decide on Hermosillo? You had so many choices open to you." He replied, "Well, there weren't any Quakers for many miles around and I thought it would be a good place for a Quaker presence" Amen, amen!

On the headstone of the electrical engineer Ben Linder, killed by the Contras in Nicaragua, are the words, "The light he has caused to burn will shine forever." The Light that Norman Krekler helped bring forth in his adopted part of the world will illumine hearts and souls for many years to come.

Bob Burns
Nevada City, Calif.

A healing power

Regarding Jean Roberts's letter (FJ Feb.), I suggest that the "excess of spirit" in the manic depressive state of which she writes can be a very different matter from anything resembling religious ecstasy, and the same goes for manifestations of schizophrenia.

Physical manifestations of religious ecstasy are not limited to the early Friends, of course, nor to a time in the past. In fact, it is a fairly simple matter to observe some today. Friends may remember Kathryn Kuhlman and her healing services in Pittsburgh. A protege of hers, Benny Hinn, is widening his sphere of activity in what he calls "Miracle Crusades" to Europe, Asia, and South America. Here in the States he holds one practically every month. I cannot go along with his theology, and the slick, Madison Avenue type format turns me off when I watch his This Is Your Day TV program, but there is no denying he has a genuine gift of healing power. For manifestations, there are sometimes whole groups of people—none of whom appear to be other than normal mentally—"slain in the spirit," lying prone on the floor; some persons "quake" with uncontrollable shaking, others have fits of crying or fits of laughter; the crippled get up from their wheelchairs and run across the stage, the deaf hear, and the prostitute forsakes her ways.

I understand that our own George Fox was the instrument for healing some 400 people in his lifetime.

Ruth Larson Hatcher
Taos, N.Mex.

Romanian children

We write regarding the subject of our journal entries from Romania (FJ April). A new and pressing problem has arisen. The beleaguered Romanian orphans with whom we worked two years ago are being sent out of the orphanages at age 18, by mandate of the Romanian government, most without any life skills. They are so numerous as to constitute a new underclass if something is not done to intervene.

Recently we were recruited for service by Washington (D.C.) Quaker Workcamps (WQW). We'll help an Indiana couple and local orphanage officials build a model foster home and establish programs for the orphans, near Nicorest, Romania. The model foster home will provide housing and teach the job and living skills these youngsters will need before making their own way in the world. Many of the children are handicapped. Most of those who are released without such intermediate aid will end up either on the streets or in Romania's insane asylums.

We plan to spend the summer of 1995 and (we hope) longer in Nicorest. WQW needs financial support and more volunteers, skilled and unskilled. To join us in this urgent concern, write or call Harold B. Confer, WQW, 1225 Geranium St., N.W., Washington, DC 20012; telephone (202)722-1461.

Judith and Philip Toy
New Hope, Pa.
Remembering
Miriam and Sam Levering
by Ralph Levering

The past couple years have been difficult ones for me and for my brother and sisters. On November 10, 1991, our mother, Miriam Levering, died suddenly and unexpectedly at age 78. Two years later, on December 1, 1993, our father, Sam Levering, died at age 85. Although his declining health had prepared us for his death, Sam's passing, like Miriam's, has hit hard, leaving a large gap in the family, in the local community, and in Quakerism.

Miriam and Sam were best known for their work for peace, which began soon after their marriage in 1934 and continued until their deaths. This work took many forms. For my father, it meant long-term service as head of the Peace and Social Concerns committees of North Carolina Yearly Meeting and the Five Years Meeting (now Friends United Meeting), and as chair of the Executive Committee of Friends Committee on National Legislation, an organization he helped to found in 1943 and one to which he and Miriam were devoted for the rest of their lives.

Among many other accomplishments, Miriam chaired important committees at FCNL. She also served as president of the United Society of Friends Women and of the American Freedom Association. About 1960, during one of her many trips to New York in which she explained the workings of the United Nations to a busload of winners of high school peace speaking contests, she saw the need for an ecumenical church center at the United Nations; she then worked with Methodists (the denomination of her youth) to see the idea through to fruition. Located at 777 UN Plaza, this building—the UN headquarters for many religious and public interest groups—is just one of Miriam and Sam's many legacies.

Both made hundreds—perhaps thousands—of speeches to Friends and other religious groups, and hundreds more to members of secular peace groups. Through these speeches and through their personal interest in people (often including hospitality at their orchard on a beautiful mountainside in southwestern Virginia), they inspired numerous people to step up their efforts to make the world more peaceful and more just. They also helped to found and were long active in two organizations that supported the strengthening of world law, the United World Federalists and the American Freedom Association.

Their work for peace culminated in a decade-long effort (1972-82) to help diplomats from around the world fashion an equitable law of the sea treaty that, they hoped, could serve as a model for international agreements in arms control and other areas. They were especially known for publishing the conference's respected unofficial newspaper, Neptune, and for hosting informal weekend seminars at which diplomats and outside experts labored to find solutions to difficult, unresolved problems. At the signing ceremony for the treaty in Jamaica in December 1982, the conference's president, Tommy T.B. Koh of Singapore, singled out Miriam and Sam and their associates as the non-governmental group that had made the greatest contribution to the conference.

What lessons can we learn from their lives? Acknowledging that everyone who knew them might answer this question somewhat differently, I offer these lessons, most of which will be familiar to Friends:

• Center one's life in religious faith and practice. Despite their very busy lives, they always took time to read the Bible and make other preparations for teaching Sunday school, to attend meeting and other gatherings of Friends, and to offer hospitality and counsel to Friends and other people of faith. Distressed by the "new morality" that peaked in the 1960s and 1970s, they believed that the Ten Commandments and Jesus's new commandment to love one another were as relevant as ever. Miriam quoted her
Whether testifying before Congress or meeting diplomats in Geneva, they repeatedly identified themselves as Quakers.

Favorite Bible verse countless times: "What doth the Lord require of thee, but to do justice, to love mercy, and to walk humbly with thy God?" (Micah 6:8)

Have "a purpose larger than oneself," as my father called it, in addition to meeting one's personal needs and those of one's family. Inspired by a 1931 speech by Rufus Jones at his and Miriam's alma mater, Cornell University, Sam decided to spend no more than half of his time earning a living, and the other half working for world peace and trying to heal divisions among Friends that weakened their support for organizations like FCNL. Miriam's equally strong commitment to work for peace and social justice gave them a common vision for their lives and strength for their marriage as they experienced life's vicissitudes.

Live simply in order to keep one's life focused on what is really important. My parents spent remarkably little on themselves throughout their lives. But they never considered themselves deprived. While working on the law of the sea treaty, they often rolled out sleeping bags in their office in the FCNL building in Washington and ate bread and fruit they had brought from the orchard in the rickety Dodge Dart that eventually accumulated more than 600,000 miles. Seeking to share their values with us children (and simultaneously to stop our nasty mealtime remarks to each other!), my parents frequently quoted Proverbs 15:17: "Better is a dinner of herbs where love is, than a stalled ox and hatred therewith."

To them, living simply was fully compatible with keeping busy: I remember many weeks when I was growing up that each of my parents probably devoted 40-50 hours to work on the orchard and family responsibilities, and another 40-50 (including much of the weekend) to peace work and religious activities.

Never slacken in one's efforts to achieve worthwhile goals. In his speeches, my father urged peace activists not to become discouraged and quit. In an admonishment he drew from his love of hiking, he criticized the easily discouraged hikers who turned back at "poop-out hill" (a halfway point up a mountain in California) rather than going on to the summit. My mother advised me that I should never retire in the usual sense, but instead work hard for the things I believed in for as long as I lived. My parents practiced what they preached: their often exhausting work on law of the sea occurred while they were in their 60s and 70s, and my father continued to be active in Quaker organizations well into his 80s.

Be grateful for every good thing that happens, and do not dwell on disappointments. My parents' lives were full of good things, including the arrival of volunteers and gifts of money—often from unexpected sources—that enabled them to continue their work on law of the sea long after the initial funding had run out. While working on the law of the sea, my mother came to refer to all the good things that happened as "the pretty ways of providence." But they also had their share of disappointments, including painful financial reverses on the orchard that was their only source of income for most of their lives.

Develop personal relationships with others who share your goals, and offer sincere praise and thanks to everyone who is helpful. Miriam, before offering a suggestion for improvement, for example, always commented on the good things a student intern or co-worker was doing. She also sent a personal thank-you note for every financial contribution to her work, no matter how small. Miriam's caring for others—her belief that peacemaking begins in loving relationships—was reflected in her many friendships. When she died, Sam received more than 400 sympathy cards and letters, including many from people who remembered her fondly and commented that she had encouraged and inspired them.

Be willing to take a strong stand for something you believe in. Mom taught us we should try to accomplish things, that the worst fate in life would be to be called a "cowardly milquetoast" who has accumulated "no
hits, no runs, and no errors.” Father repeatedly told us that “if something is worth doing, it is worth doing well.” An example of Miriam’s backbone is still remembered fondly by those who worked with her on law of the sea. At a meeting on Capitol Hill, one of her opponents—a representative of a mining company—droned on and on about how the proposed agreement on seabed mining would undermine free enterprise. Becoming frustrated that this man was using up so much of the hour set aside for the meeting, mother got up and spoke firmly and clearly: “Friend, thee has taken enough of our time!” The startled speaker mumbled a few more words and then sat down.

- **Try to find common ground** and to build as broad support as possible for one’s goals. Miriam expressed disapproval whenever I used the words “conservative” and “liberal” because she thought such labels arbitrarily divided people. She also disliked contemporary feminism’s tendency to postulate inherent divisions between women and men. Instead, she believed one should focus on identifiable problems and on possible solutions to them that could be widely accepted. For example, Sam noted that, because of their interest in freedom of navigation, Pentagon officials tended to be the most consistent supporters within the U.S. government of a strengthened law of the sea. The fact that Quakers often disagreed with military leaders on defense spending and other issues did not mean they should be opponents on ocean law.

- **Avoid seeking—or taking—credit for a positive development.** In order to accomplish something, it is always better to let someone else—especially a co-worker or a government official—get the credit. By taking this approach in dealing with the young interns who helped her organize many of the seminars for delegates during the law of the sea conference, Miriam earned their enduring respect and gratitude.

- **Have faith that a few committed people can make a difference.** Several years before her death, Miriam founded a group in the Mt. Airy (N.C.) Meeting that she called “Martha’s Table” in honor of the biblical Martha who prepared a meal for Jesus. The group, open to all members of the meeting and thus having an evolving membership, meets monthly over a meal (often, for simplicity, at an inexpensive restaurant), with a different volunteer convener each month, who sets the place and time of the next meeting (no power structure or bureaucracy here!). Individuals bring up concerns about members of the meeting or about other people in the community or in the nation or world: for example, that someone is lonely and needs visitors, or that someone’s porch needs painting. Because there is no pressure to respond to any particular concern, some concerns lead to action while others do not. Renamed “Miriam’s Table” after her death, this group has strengthened fellowship in the meeting and provided concrete ways for Friends to put their faith into action. This basic idea should work in many settings; indeed, other meetings may already be doing something similar.

- **Be proud to be Quakers** and emphasize what we have in common. Whether testifying before Congress or meeting diplomats in Geneva, my parents repeatedly identified themselves as Quakers. They were proud that the original idea and funding for their work on law of the sea came from two Quakers/World Federalists from the Philadelphia area, William Fischer, Jr., and A. Barton Lewis, and that representatives of Quaker organizations (AFSC, QUNO, FWCC) gave them invaluable support as the conference held extended meetings in New York and Geneva. My parents had friends and co-workers who were affiliated with all the major Quaker groups, and they disliked efforts to increase “purity” by forcing particular monthly or yearly meetings to leave larger bodies. What Friends have in common—belief in each person’s direct relationship with God and in the call to respond to leadings that “let your lives speak”—always seemed far more important and special than any differences.

Like all of us, Miriam and Sam had faults and made mistakes. But these human failings pale in comparison with their accomplishments, especially in comparison with their inspiring example of lives committed to strengthening Quakerism and building peace. As Friends, we can take pride in their accomplishments and seek to emulate their example. In honor of their memory, we also honor the thousands of other committed Quakers they knew and loved over the years who provided essential support and encouragement for their work.

For a more detailed discussion of the Leverings’ lives and work, consult Sam’s illustrated memoir, Quaker Peacemakers: Sam and Miriam Levering (1993). It is available in the special library collections of several Quaker colleges, and may be purchased from Frank Levering, Rt. 2, Box 310, Ararat, VA 24053. A check should be made out to “Levering Orchards” for $8.50, which includes postage.
As an anthropologist working in poor countries, I have been taught by experience to understand dying as a normal part of living. People feel grief with great poignancy, but within a cultural framework which helps them grow through their grief. In rural West Africa, for example, senility and dying are viewed as a positive transition to ancestor or ancestresshood. The dead are still accessible to the living and are a powerful source of blessings. By contrast, the characterization of the United States as a death-denying culture is somewhat true. But cultures are not rigid structures, and from time to time the lenses through which we view the world refocus. This article, based on my experience of being a hospice volunteer, is written to help us demystify what has been hidden or denied, thereby helping us to refocus in a more positive way.

Several people in my meeting are hospice volunteers, and at least one person is now under hospice care. Perhaps meetings might consider a concern for having a core of trained people so we might be even more skilled in caring for each other? My husband, Jack Mongar, and I give home care to the dying, bereavement counseling, and occasionally we are part of a team of people who give physical and spiritual companionship to caregivers and the dying through the last 24 hours of life. The first time hospice asked me to help in this kind of care team I went at 2 a.m. Would I be able to stay awake? Would I be able to help?

Carol MacCormack is professor of anthropology at Bryn Mawr College, has taught at Pendle Hill, and is a member of the Pendle Hill Publications Committee. She recently transferred membership from Westminster Meeting in London, England, to Lancaster (Pa.) Meeting, where she is clerk of Worship and Ministry.
Staying awake was not a problem. On entering the room I was aware of the concentrated energy, as the patient’s mind, body, and spirit centered on making his transition. Was I able to help? In one sense I could not help the process of change that was underway. As Buddhists know, it was not so much a time of doing as a time of being. Linear time and the linear logic of problem solving were not so important as just being there in a state of awareness. But in another sense, one could be helpful. Sponging the mouth, giving sips of water, and other small acts of kindness give comfort to the person on his or her journey. One patient asked for water, and as I brought the straw near she said, “I don’t want water . . . I just wanted to see your face.” We exchanged smiles in one of those rare moments of pure honesty. Small kindnesses, and just holding another’s hand, are ritual acts full of meaning and comfort. We are performing our part in a very ancient rite of passage.

As the dying person’s energies are concentrated, they seem to be acutely able to tune in on mental and spiritual aspects of the caregiver, even when they appear to be absent in sleep. For example, one night after I had given a sip of water, the patient drifted into sleep. I turned to the open window. It was a warm summer night and I saw a little field mouse scurry between two pine trees. I stood there concentrating deeply, trying to see the night as my cats see it.

Then, from the bed, “Am I hallucinating?”

“I said gently, “You may have been dreaming. What was it about?”

“Cats,” she said.

The next day I asked her husband if the family had domestic cats, and he said, “Heavens no! They have worms . . . .” So perhaps we can help in the very subtle way of thinking peaceful pilgrimage thoughts through the path of transition. Some may call it prayer; some may just call it loving kindness.

Perhaps, with people at peace at the end of life, there is the same pleasure we feel when being with young children in their unadorned honesty. But, of course, hospice workers do not always find people at peace. When I was asked to give Mary companionship, she was suicidal. Cancer had spread into her bones, she could no longer walk, her pain was intense, and her husband had gone away on a long holiday. In all possible ways she felt forsaken, and death was near. Under hospice care, her world began to change. Nurses, a volunteer like myself, and others stopped by often to give physical care in a spirit of loving kindness. Although the dosage of morphine was huge, her pain was under control—under her control because she could give herself a bolus when pain peaked.

Mary’s mind was alert and we discussed in detail the book she had finished two weeks before I met her. We explored the depression a Ph.D. candidate (and others) often experience when the dissertation (or a book) is finished. She introduced her extended family through stories about their strengths and foibles. “Bonnie and the Brillo Pad” (Bonnie and her rather abrasive young man) was especially merry. Her husband reappeared, his egocentricity laid aside. She told me her dreams and we explored possible meanings. With little energy for speaking, her language became especially rich in metaphor. By stages her thoughts of the past, the very good times of the past, fell away. Her concerns for the future also fell away, and she began to live intensely in the present moment. She was comfortable, and cared for by people who enjoyed being with her.

Her natural honesty intensified, clear and true. Several times she remarked on how much she was enjoying this stage in life. Although her physical condition was dire and she had nothing but palliative care, she lived on, month after month. Her husband and children moved beyond the kind of grief that is understandable self-pity for the loss that was coming. Instead of a daughter in tears and a husband in anger, there were honest, loving good-byes. Then Mary died, having ennobled all the lives she touched.

My current hospice patient is a young man of 32 with AIDS. He has just been brought home to be cared for by his mother. At first impression, Mom has little to sustain her but coffee, cigarettes, and television. But hospice has empowered her to give very complex care to her son, and I admire her sure competence in managing a complicated regimen of pharmaceuticals and hygiene. She is dealing with her adored son’s mood shifts with a wry sense of humor. Hospice nurses come and often remain an hour, spending most of the time at the kitchen table listening, and teaching practical skills to her. Where my first impression was that the grieving process might tip Mom into a perilous state, I am now watching her grow constructively through her shock and grief, and her son’s death will not trigger the next medical emergency.

This holistic approach to care is appearing from all quarters; from the new age fringe and from within the heartland of medicine itself. Dame Cicely Saunders, the key figure in this contemporary renaissance of hospice, a respected physician, has called hospice “hard medicine with a human face.” For her it is the best of professional medicine with an awareness of the complexity of the human spirit. It gives careful attention to the many kinds of gifts and needs the patient, family, and caregivers have.

These two cases illustrate some of the ways groups such as hospice are shifting our world view. The meaning of healing is extended far beyond the concept of curing a disease, validating the meanings that have long been held by many Friends. Healing includes skills in reconciling and deepening relationships within a family, easing the pain of dying, or allowing a person to die when they feel ready and when those dear to them give permission to leave. Dying people are offered time and space to be themselves, including withdrawing when their focus of energy shifts. The bereaved are given sustained aftercare.

Hospice, in harmony with Quaker tradition, has little use for titles, and uses the non-hierarchical term caregiver to refer to all, from doctor to volunteer. Whenever possible, care is given at home, where the patient and primary caregiver (kin, partner, or friend) are central in decision making, literally on their own ground. With this kind of care, questions of assisted suicide tend to disappear, and the meaning of hope is broadened. Many in
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Western cultures have been socialized to think of hope only in terms of cure, but in this new view we begin to see the hopeful possibilities of living a good death. Mary, whose life had been full of many bold adventures, began to recognize her pilgrimage and to welcome death as a further adventure. When patient and those dear to them have a leading role in defining and managing the dying process, they may feel empowered, with enough strength to embark upon the pilgrimage.

In the tradition of good medicine, hospice has a preventive focus, and much systematic attention is given to identifying a spouse or other person who is becoming at risk during the caring and grieving process. Paradox rather than medical certainty is tolerated, and grieving is recognized as both dangerous and therapeutic—the hero’s journey.

Finally, a hospice type of approach provides time, space, and companionship for considering the deeper meanings of living and dying. One may move outside the familiar culture for insight, as when Mary and I read from the Upanishads. Also, the dying and bereaved from diverse ethnic backgrounds may have much to teach those whose culture has taught them few rituals and concepts to guide their dying. In my local area there is need for Spanish-speaking hospice volunteers, and, in time, people from the more than 50 ethnic groups residing locally may come under hospice care.

When a Hmong refugee died, her husband massaged and kissed her body, from the top of the head down to the feet. He kissed the end of her toes, then left without looking back. We might wish to consider a range of alternative gestures of love and respect, how to facilitate another’s spiritual release, or how to deal with benevolent and malevolent aspects of the spiritual realm. These are not “foreign” concerns, as I well know from being with a Christian patient who was near death and terrified by the church’s teaching on sin and salvation. Malevolent and benevolent spirits were locked in battle for her soul.

As caregivers ponder the meaning of such things, their views may shift beyond the narrow confines of medical certainty. Medical orthodoxy defines biological and mental events as being reducible to physical events, which in turn are reducible to empirical properties of matter and energy. That is the materialistic world view so persuasively expressed by Thomas Huxley, Charles Darwin’s “bulldog.” However, as that view shifts toward a more holistic approach, Quakers may find themselves less torn between scientific orthodoxy and our spiritual tradition.

---

Grief

by Jean Wiggins

The young Quaker missionary to the Wichita Indian School made a coffin for his wife, hauled the coffin on a wagon to Darlington the first day, then followed the Chisholm Trail to Lawrence, Kansas, her childhood home. The wake he held by campfire enroute, seeing in the fire his wife’s face, feeling in the ashy embers her warmth. On his return he followed the same trail, seldom meeting a traveler. The prairies stretched before him endless as his grief, wide as his empty arms. Sunsets emblazoned his loneliness. He dreaded the sun’s last flare, the shuddering of night on dark plains. He with empty wagons walked toward the students, his and hers, to make a cradle of their upturned hands.

A native of Illinois, Jean Wiggins grew up in Western Yearly Meeting. Currently living in Huntsville, Alabama, her poetry has appeared in numerous journals and magazines.
Accepting the UNACCEPTABLE

by Renee-Noelle Felice

In December 1990, the day after World AIDS Day, I participated in an interfaith memorial service for people with AIDS. I began my talk by saying: "Winter is almost upon us. Let the cold remind us that we need one another for warmth. Let the early darkness remind us that we are, for one another, the light. The season of miracles, beginning with Chanukah, the Festival of Lights, is also approaching. When it arrives, we must celebrate the miracle of death as well as that of life. We must bring into the light those whose light we can no longer see. This is our mission: to accept the unacceptable, to see one another's light."

For the two months prior to that time, I had volunteered at a series of workshops for residents of Staten Island, N.Y., who wanted to make panels for the Names Project, the national organization that assembles into a massive quilt memorial panels for people who have died of AIDS. We held the sessions in the conference room of our local outreach center for homeless people, so that it would be easy for the center's guests, as well as others, to make quilt panels. At the first session, there were seven of us--some housed, some not; some black, some white. Most of us were there because of our love for someone who had died of AIDS, and our desire to create a memorial for that person; several had just come out of a desire to help.

I was working on a panel I started years earlier for my friend Eric, a member of 15th Street (N.Y.) Meeting, who long before he knew he was HIV-positive--kept a candle on his mantel to remind him of the ephemeral quality of life.

Thinking of that, I made the letter "I" in the shape of a white candle, with a golden, tear-shaped bead as the "dot." Two others--the mother of a drug addict, and the friend of a transvestite--chose to put candles on their panel too, but I suspected that the candles, for them, had a different meaning. I suspected that these two had truly "seen the light" in their loved ones; men who, by society's standards, were beyond the pale.

Those candles brought home to me the truth of Hamlet's words, "... there is nothing either bad or good, but thinking makes it so." In spite of society's condemnation, that mother and that friend were able to perceive the good, the light, where no light seemed visible.

Suddenly I remembered Charles Angell, a minister who had died of AIDS several years before. During a radio interview, he had said that AIDS was "the greatest thing that ever happened to me [because] it enabled me to deal with finishing my life's business." ("... there is nothing either bad or good, but thinking makes it so")

I had met Charles Angell at a dinner for people with AIDS, held on a weekly basis at Brooklyn Friends Meetinghouse. And it was there I met another PWA (person with AIDS), whose name I have

Through addressing the AIDS epidemic, we may transform fear into faith, and faith into grace.
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forgotten. But I will never forget the luminescence of this man, who was little more than skin and bone and spirit. Like others I had only read about, he had transformed fear into faith, and faith into grace, a process described by John Donne in the first stanza of “Hymn to God, My God, in My Sickness”:

Since I am coming to that holy room,
Where, with thy choir of saints forevermore,
I shall be made thy music; as I come I tune the instrument here at the door,
And what I must do then, think here before.

Difficult as this process must be, how much harder still, when society’s fear, anger, and resentment are aimed at you for your behavior (drug addiction, being gay) as well as for having a dreaded disease!

Yet even those PWAs who were not luminous, whose light was not visible to the average eye, did have a light. And the people who came to our workshop clearly were able to perceive that light in those they had known. There was the mother who traveled by bus for close to an hour each way, to construct a panel for her drug-addicted son; who brought fabric and laughter and acceptance to share with the rest of us. There was the recovering addict whose love for his friend led her to use a different fabric for each letter, as if to demonstrate that her friend had many aspects—gentle as well as masculine, bold as well as subtle. There was the woman who had fostered a “boarder baby” until the infant died, and had put that tiny person’s blanket on the panel so that everyone who saw the quilt would know that “Baby Heather” had lived. And there was a volunteer, a talented, professional muralist and quiltmaker, who donated her skills to making a panel for a stranger—an addict and a thief. These four people, and all the others who made panels, in my opinion, accomplished the mission foisted on us by the AIDS crisis. They accepted the unacceptable; they each saw an invisible light.

Each of the thousands of people memorialized in the enormous AIDS quilt brought a light into at least one person’s life. Now there are empty spaces where those lives used to be. I thought about those spaces when I was asked by the director of the outreach center to make a panel for the eight people with AIDS who had frequented the center up until their deaths. What could I say about those eight people—strangers to me—that would matter, that would even make sense? What came to me was the question posed by Walt Whitman in “Song of Myself,” and his answer:

What do you think has become of the young and old men?
And what do you think has become of the women and children?
They are alive and well somewhere,
The smallest sprout shows there is really no death,
And if ever there was it led forward life, and
does not wait at the end to arrest it,
And ceas’d the moment life appear’d.
All goes onward and outward, nothing col lapses,
And to die is different from what anyone supposed, and luckier.

So I put that quote on their panel, with a “leaf” made out of a different fabric for each person.

Of course, as long as the dying goes on, so does the mourning. But I believe there is much to celebrate as well, for the lights of those who died still remain. And, if we pay close attention to the final words of “Song of Myself,” we can still hear their voices:

I bequeath myself to the dirt to grow from
my grass I love,
If you want me again, look for me under
your boot-soles.
You will hardly know who I am or what I mean,
But I shall be good health to you nevertheless,
And filter and fibre your blood.
Failing to fetch me at first keep encouraged,
Missing me one place search another,
I stop somewhere waiting for you.

by Elizabeth Cunningham

On the TV program Deep Space Nine, here is a character named Odo. Odo can turn himself into any shape he wants. For convenience, he usually appears in human shape, but he is not human. Odo has never had experience of a father, or a mother, or a family. He knows no one else of the same species anywhere. He is different from everyone he knows. He is alone. He talks normally to others, has a job that he does well, seems well-adjusted, average even, in many ways—but he is alone. Because he functions well outwardly in his environment, most people do not notice his situation, but every so often the depth of his aloneness becomes obvious.

There are many reasons for being alone. Aloneness can come, for instance, from deafness, or inability to speak the language, or from being gay, or having no family, or having suffered a severe trauma like sexual abuse, or a major loss, or from walking a totally different spiritual path from anyone you know. Aloneness is quite often invisible to others.

Aloneness is not solitude. Solitude is usually a chosen activity (unless, of course, you are being punished while in prison). Solitude usually implies being physically alone, but aloneness often exists in the middle of a crowd, even a crowd of family.

I think Mary, the mother of Jesus, was alone for much of her life. Think of the problem of her pregnancy. Everyone would have wanted to know "Who was the father?" What could she possibly have told people? Who would have believed her if she had told the truth? Then her son grew up, and became a traveling teacher instead of settling down like the other young men. The neighbors could not have been much help. I can just hear them saying something like "If you had raised him better, he would be living here now, giving you..."
grandchildren, instead of traipsing all over the place. Why don’t you go straighten him out?” What could she have told them?

Jesus was alone, too. None of his disciples understood him while he was alive. They tried to, but they didn’t. The Bible records many cases of his anger with his disciples and with the crowds that came to hear him, because they did not understand what he was trying to say. The crowds wanted the miracles, but they did not understand his teachings. No matter how close he was to God, surely sometimes he must have wanted to speak to someone human who could understand what he was saying.

There are many people now who are alone, and most of the time it is not obvious. There are people who are alone in some contexts, like work, and not alone in others. There are some who are always alone. Usually people cannot tell others about their alone-ness. They may be unable to communicate in a physical sense, like a stroke victim, or they may be afraid of ridicule or hostility, like a gay person. They may be afraid of being misunderstood or they may be ashamed.

It is easy to say “There is always God.” There is, but people who are alone often cannot experience the presence of God either. It can be very hard to have a deep conversation with someone who is not there in a physical sense, although I have heard of a woman who used to pull a chair up opposite to her and imagine Jesus in it, and converse that way.

(If you know someone who seems to be alone, it is most emphatically not helpful to suggest they get out and meet people or socialize, or whatever. Most people who are alone are in the middle of people a lot of the time already. It is the nature of the connection with others that is the problem, not the lack of people.)

I have not found many helpful answers. One answer, of course, is to join a support group if that is possible. There are now support groups for a wide range of problems, and for those periods when you are with a group that meets your needs, you are not nearly so alone as you were.

Another possibility is to find a spiritual director, or someone with whom you can talk on a deep level without being judged. Such people are not common, but they do exist. Often if you ask around your meeting or your yearly meeting’s Worship and Ministry Committee you can find such a person. Even if you believe you do not have a spiritual problem, such a nonjudging, listening person can be a great help.

The solution I have found that works best for me is to reach out to other alone people and smile at them. Since you do not know who is alone, you may wind up smiling at a lot of people who may not need it, but that doesn’t hurt anything. The good thing is that quite often people remember that you smiled at them last time you met and they smile at you first this time. That often has been a big help to me.

At a very deep level, we frequently are alone because God has placed us there for a short or long time. Our solution, then, has to involve finding out what God has in mind for us to do in our alone-ness. This is not easy, and may require that we do something we may not want to do. We may need to get rid of anger about some situation, or we may need to forgive certain people, or we may need to ask forgiveness of others. If that is what we need to do, then the sooner we do it the better.

Our alone-ness may be because God is trying to teach us something we can learn no other way.

If alone-ness is to be our lot for life, then we must come to terms with that. That is not easy either. We may compare such a life, if we wish, to those hermits who went into the desert. Our deserts are within. Because our deserts are not visible, others have a tendency not to believe in their existence. But we know they are there. We know others have their own deserts. Part of the problem of alone-ness is that, unlike the hermits of the early church, we cannot recognize others in their deserts.

We can, however, recognize that those deserts do exist, and, if we choose, reach out to theirs.
by Lynn Fitz-Hugh

For some time I have been struggling in my spiritual life with how to call out to the Infinite Holy One. For me the term God has not evoked a male presence, but it is not an intimate enough term for me in prayer, for heart-to-heart discourse. For years my prayers had begun "Oh Lord," and for many recent years I've tried to tell myself that while that term historically referred to the adult, male owner of the manor, it wasn't a male term. I told myself it was a term for grandeur, vastness, and powerfulness. But I had to admit to myself that an above me/below me quality and "taskmaster" quality were sneaking into my intimate Divine relationship. This was not how I really thought the Nurturer is.

So aware also that some of my sisters find the term God alienating when used in verbal ministry, I set out to seek a new name. I wanted a name that I could call out to or speak of, that Ground of my Being, that would work in all instances.

Light, God, Ground of my Being, Goddess, etc. But either the speaker or the listeners always expressed frustration with the terms. Nothing was ultimately the right fit.

Then we went into silent worship. The quite bouncy, joyful music of a Cris Williamson song ("Song of the Soul") came into my head. I heard two fragments of lines: "Love of my Life, I'm..." and "Spirit Divine." For the first time ever, I realized that the first line referred not to a human lover, but to the Ultimate Lover. As I thought about what beautiful phrases both were for the Dancer of my Heart, suddenly all the other names I'd heard that day came spilling in, sung to the same melody, and I saw a lovely patchwork with the many names of the Unnameable One. In a flash I realized that the difficulty of my task had been its impossibility. I remembered only then that the ancient Hebrews had a name which meant: "that which I refer to in order to refer to that which is unnameable." They recognized the egotism and impossibility (and sin?) of trying to reduce to a mere word the name of the Infinite One. The impossibility of our finite consciousness trying to embrace both eternal, infinite, and mysterious! I had to laugh at myself because I'd been trying to carry out this same impossible task.

But what joy! What liberation to really think the of trying to reduce to a mere word the name of the Infinite One. The impossibility of our finite consciousness trying to embrace both eternal, infinite, and mysterious! I had to laugh at myself because I'd been trying to carry out this same impossible task.

But what joy! What liberation to realize I was free to use any name, to use all the names. Suddenly the whole vastness and powerfulness of the Infinite Horizon seemed to wash over me, no longer blocked off by words that limited or confined my relationship to and experience of the Divine. I felt the multi-level connectedness to My Mother that I had sought so long in "the right name."

As I lived the next minutes, hours, days, and years with this new insight, several other things have become apparent to me. One is that I use the name God when my head is talking about Spirit. I use it when I am reducing the Infinite to a concept I wish to communicate to another by a familiar and acceptable term. It is a term I use when I'm in my head, not when I am in the Presence. The other side of that is if I listen in my soul, if I listen to "the Still Small Voice Within," then the name I will call will be my immediate and genuine experience of Spirit this moment of my existence. Such practice makes my prayer life far more powerful and makes my vocal ministry evocative.

I now have a much deeper understanding of why the journals of early Friends are full of such phrases for the One who Covers Us since they worshiped a Living Presence who was the programmer of every meeting. When I first read Thomas Kelly's Testaments of Devotion, I loved the phrases such as "The Hound of Heaven," which he uses throughout his book. But I thought of them as marks of good writing, not as ways to call out to the Maker. I now see them as guideposts for all of us of the intimacy possible with the Author of Living, when we seek to know Spirit minute by minute.

What came to me in worship felt like a genuine opening, a glimpse of Truth that my mind did not figure out, but was revealed to me as a gift of grace. I am aware of the battle that rages in many meeting-houses over God language. In this battle many feel oppressed and disregarded, others feel the Most Sacred is attacked and denigrated. Each side feels their most personal experience of the Parent is devalued. I offer, most humbly, that perhaps in my opening is an answer for us as a Society: that we will not find consensus on a "right name," that we cannot argue each other into compliance or a new or old orthodoxy of semantics. All of the names we call are correct and spirit filled. But if we embrace this as an answer, it must be one of the highest common denominator, not of the lowest. By this I mean that all parties not simply "accept" the names others call their Beloved, and not routinely continue to use the same name they have used for years. Instead, let all of us listen to the Still Small Voice to know by what name we will call out at this moment, and that we hear the Divine Whisperer in each message given at meeting. I wish to share with others the infinite richness I have found in such worship.

If I listen to the "Still Small Voice Within," the name I will call will be my immediate and genuine experience of Spirit.

That is where I got stuck for several years. I tried out terms like Goddess, Creator, Comforter, etc. Nothing felt right. Goddess just put a different gender on a Being I find genderless. Creator wasn't the one I could pray to in grief. Comforter is not the One who made the universe...and it went on and on. My whole prayer life seemed adrift. I was trying to change how I prayed to reflect more my feeling of calling on the Inner Light and the Outer Light to move in concert in my life. But how does one form a prayer without words?

Finally, in one of those divine ironies where one gives in order to get, I was leading a workshop on personal theologies at the Friends General Conference Gathering and the answer was opened to me. The workshop was on theologies we construct for ourselves, and I had invited people that morning in small groups to look at how they conceptualized and called out to the Divine. As I visited the groups and as they reported back to the large group, I again heard the familiar struggle. Many names were put forth: Yahweh, the
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The Unnameable One

If I listen to the "Still Small Voice Within," the name I will call will be my immediate and genuine experience of Spirit.
Godspeak: A Philosophical Reflection on the Inner Light

by Henry Cobb

By Light are all things created
By Light are all things known
By Light are all things fulfilled

—from a first century Gnostic text

All thoughts about God are anthropomorphic for the simple reason that thinking is a human process. The root and ground of all being is unknowable, for knowing is bound by the limits of the knower. Yet humankind yearns to pierce the veil of such human limitations, to find assurance that our lives, the understanding we acquire, and the values we treasure have meaning in the very nature of reality.

Our seeking takes the form of the making and preserving of myths that give shape to that which lies beyond knowing in the wider realms of being and in the depths of the human heart. From the stuff of experience, we fashion the shape of the universe and myths to account for it. From the activity of life within us and the dawning of awareness, we fashion, through image upon image, the shape of our own person and myths to illuminate our origin and destiny. From the mothering that bore us and nurtured us and the fathering that guided and guarded us, we fashion the shape of our belonging and the myths of community and culture that give roots to our identity and direction to our striving.

Thus, in every significant dimension of our being we project myths onto the unknowable, myths drawn from the known and experienced to represent that which lies within and beyond all experience, infusing all our powers of imagery, thought, and feeling with meaning.

Myths are not "true" in any absolute sense, nor are they "false"; rather, they are in the nature of metaphors, which satisfy, more or less adequately but never perfectly, the yearnings of heart and mind for attunement with the nature of things. Thus we create the names of "gods" as agents of our destiny, or "God" as the generality of them all.

As Friends, we speak with assurance of "that of God" in every one and manifested in everything. We speak of it as "the Light," or "the Light Within," using one of the most ancient of mythic images. What content do we discern in these terms? How is this Inner Light experienced? How is it revealed? Can it be described as more than a sense of "illumination" or clarity, or a deep feeling of the imminent "Presence" of a spirit greater than ourselves?

Friends' search for the Light has often followed the path of the mystics, in which the solitary person centers down through meditation, stripping away all the clamor and clutter of normal waking experience, seeking the quiet peace and illumination of the spirit. Those who follow this path generally report the experience as deeply refreshing, enriching, even ecstatic, but "ineffable": it cannot be described or intellectionalized.

In congregate "worship," Friends follow a similar path through the centering of the gathered group in a "living silence" which subdues outer and inner distractions and disruptions. Worshipers commonly focus on a diversity of thoughts, though sometimes a common theme will emerge. The thoughts generally have spiritual significance with strong emotional overtones. These may lead to an urgency of expression in a vocal "message" out of the silence. Worshipers may feel in varying degrees that the message, in "speaking to their condition," is as though "that of God" is speaking through the human voice. In a fully "gathered" meeting, the sharing is deeply moving and inspirational; as though a spirit greater than all the individuals is manifest in the silence.

Thus, we search for that of God in the quiet depths of our being and emerge refreshed with a sense of wonder and peace. But is it only in the "still, small
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voice” that we find God revealed within us and among us? As I have sought over a long span of years to come to terms with the idea of “God,” I have come to a certain clearness on a number of questions. (I do not call these points of clearness “truths” because assertions of Truth in religion have had a long history of disastrous contentions!) I am clear that the ultimate nature of “God,” as the root and ground of all being, is unknowable and inexpressible in anything but image and metaphor drawn from human experience. Nevertheless, I am also clear that human experience itself reveals qualities and powers that, when we are fully aware of them, fill us with awe and wonder as a manifestation of divine grace infusing our existence.

What, then, are these qualities and powers? Most of them we take for granted, they are so “natural” to us—until we ask “How can this be so and not otherwise?” Consider the power of conscious awareness, the foundation of all “mental” life. Consider the power of thought, the ability to organize countless bits of experience into “ideas” and to organize ideas into concepts and narratives, and rational accounts of the universe and the events of everyday life.

Consider the miracle of being oneself as the experiencer, one unique center for all the radiating world of people, things, and places that we encounter. Consider the power of emotional feeling and valuing, of all the polarizing dimensions of good and evil, good and bad, beautiful and ugly, sinful and virtuous, fearful and beneficent, hope and despair, joy and sorrow, love and hate, compassion and indifference, on and on, the colorful kaleidoscope of emotional life.

Consider how we are drawn to form relationships culminating in the radiant power of love, the miracle of belonging and fulfillment and peace. Consider the power to choose, the ability to select a course of action from among alternatives—this is the miracle of moral responsibility with its attendant power of conscience. These and innumerable other qualities and powers together form the fabric of a human life, and the interactions of individual lives with one another form the varied and ever-changing fabric of human community. As I consider all these facets of humankind’s existence, I am filled with awe and reverence at the richness and fullness of our being.

Yet, this account of “that of God” may leave us with a feeling of unease, a sense of something still lacking. Great as the powers and attributes of human beings may be, what is their Source? We are still frail and insufficient in ourselves: where do we find support and reassurance that our lives have significance? The world and ourselves, for all the goodness and beauty we cherish, is nevertheless full of pain and suffering, fraught with conflict, disaster, and evil in both nature and human beings: Where do we find comfort and healing? Where do we find forgiveness and reconciliation for our errors and our wrong choices?

This is the point, I believe, where we leave rational philosophizing and turn to creative artistry. Religion has always been imaginative, full of symbols, images, metaphors, projecting into the nature of things the desires and needs of the human heart. Jesus himself spoke in parables and metaphors; the scriptures and legends of all religions are replete with imaginative images. The names and attributes of “God” are legion in human traditions and as varied as the changing conditions and needs are projected and personalized upon the unknowable Source. This is a necessary part of religious experience in human kind, and I have no quarrel with it. The qualities of divine Good that we have identified with “that of God” are real in experience and central to the personal life we know in ourselves and discover in our relationships with others. Our projection of these qualities beyond human experience is an act of faith, reflecting our needs for empowerment.

If, in the back of our minds, we keep the words like or as though as safeguards against bigotry and spiritual arrogance, we may speak of God in any form that reflects our need. Thus, we may envision God as Father, or God as Mother; God as designer and creator of the universe; God as almighty, or God as judge; a God of wrath and vengeance, or a God of mercy and compassion; God as the Good Shepherd, or God as personal Savior; God as One, God as Trinity, or Gods multiplied to account for all the variety in humans’ encounters with the world. All of these are metaphors, images, expressing the wide variety of human needs and conditions and the yearnings of the human heart.

It is when the myths and metaphors are absolutized and regarded as final and exclusive Truth that we fall into bigotry and idolatry, from which the world has suffered too much. The ultimate reality beyond all myths and metaphors will remain forever an awesome mystery, yet the Light Within will forever lead humankind towards the placeable and fruitful kingdom.
Challenging a Creeping Military Presence

by Katherine van Wormer

This is not a success story. It's an almost success story, perhaps with some pointers that can be followed to good effect.

Disproportionately high numbers of Quakers are university-connected, with only a relative few working at Friends colleges and universities. There are many Friends meetings in the large university towns—places like Chapel Hill, Madison, Iowa City, and Kent (Ohio). Quakers all across the country, therefore, are probably affiliated in some way with these large, often state universities—many of which have military science programs. (Over 350 college ROTC programs survived the cut-backs in 1992.)

What is the objection to such programs? And what can be done about them? The first major objection has to do with the luring of students into the military to be trained to kill and “die for their country.” The lure is through money and false promises. Those students most vulnerable are those in greatest financial need. A systematically conducted study published in Sociology Inquiry indicates, however, there is no long-term financial benefit that accrues to ROTC participation. One’s risk of losing life and limb and suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder were not measured in this study. These are the unmentioned costs of participation.

The second major objection relates to the academically polluted atmosphere on campuses where there’s a full-blown military science program. There will be students and instructors parading across the campus in full military uniform. There will be much publicized military balls and commissioning ceremonies. More objectionably, there will be a whole course curriculum devoted to teaching the skills of “destroying the enemy.” For instance, contained in the University of Northern Iowa ROTC course syllabi are the following activity listings: Feb. 25: Employing hand grenades. March 11: Nuclear, biological, chemical warfare training.

Katherine van Wormer teaches social work at the University of Northern Iowa and is a member of Kent (Ohio) Meeting.

location for both is the UNI Dome.

To help recruit students there may be dramatic helicopter landings on the campus, posters all over, billboards, and extravagant library displays. Even a small military presence at a large university can dominate the atmosphere.

In order to remove this troublesome presence, the best approach is to work within the system to change the system.

Here are the recommended steps:

1. Usually there is an advisory/liaison committee that links ROTC to the university. Join this committee. Here you can gather all the facts for later use. Perhaps you will be sent to visit classrooms as I was. Then you can witness firsthand the violence that is taught. Later you can speak from a position of authority.

2. Get tenure if you’re in a teaching position. Otherwise you will be eliminated upon the first action. Among the administrators at most universities there are colonels in the reserves. You will be branded a troublemaker and let go for some other reason.

3. Get a human rights policy passed giving gays/lesbians full constitutional rights at the university. The best chance of removing the ROTC presence will be through the gay/lesbian rights arena. The next big round of battles, according to national news stories, will involve campus ROTC programs. Work through local human rights groups. Help the students get organized.

4. Introduce a proposal before the university senate to conduct a campus-wide referendum to decide whether or not to continue to have a military science program. Invite reporters, including the college newspaper. The scene will no doubt be a dramatic one and attract much publicity. If this resolution fails, have one of the senators propose an alternative plan to provide an academic review of the ROTC curriculum. Even conservative senators will be distressed at a curriculum that operates without meeting standards of academic excellence. This was the course of events at my university. A review is currently underway. Although a small step, it made the headlines and opened up much discussion.

5. Use the argument that the obedience/rote learning themes of military life are not compatible with the goals of education. Education means literally “to lead out.” The purpose of higher education is to help teach students to think for themselves and to have empathy with those of diverse cultural backgrounds. ROTC officers counter with two arguments: The leadership training produces skills and confidence, and the product of the ROTC is a citizen soldier, not a member of a military elite. Other industrialized nations, significantly, have not found this kind of joint military/university arrangement necessary to preserve democracy.

6. Be prepared for a huge backlash when the arguments are made public. There will be a barrage of letters to the editor. Letters back and forth on the issue help keep the issue alive.

7. The high school Junior ROTC programs are mushrooming. Because parents and teachers have not protested, retired military officers are offering courses at targeted high schools around the country. The pro-military curriculum is provided by the Department of Defense. These activities are a part of a massive public relations effort, which concerned parents must counter.

With military cut-backs and the issue of gay/lesbian rights assuming prominence, the timing is right to question the creeping military influence in education. At the high school level there is a very heavy investment in attracting children to be future cadets. Parents can do a lot to curb this activity. The parents of university students can also express concern at the military infiltration in admissions and elsewhere. The success of ROTC and Junior ROTC can be attributed to 20 years of silence and apathy. A small vocal opposition could turn that around.

Friends Journal June 1994
Two years ago when the tragedy in Somalia drew public attention and sympathy, the United States and UN sought to remedy the situation with armed forces. Now another crisis is stirring calls for armed intervention and aggressive diplomacy to meet human needs and resolve conflict. The civil war in Sudan, which has raged for the past ten years, has claimed 1.3 million lives and rendered an additional five million homeless. Large numbers of children have been orphaned or abandoned, and now are on the run from fighting, slavery, and forced conscription into the military. In some regions whole tribes have been uprooted and forcibly relocated into "relief camps" in the desert.

The fighting pivots on two realms of conflict—the cultural war of the Northern Islamic government against the Christian and animist African South, and battles between two factions of the Southern resistance. FCNL is deeply concerned about the roles that the UN and United States may take in attempting to end this conflict. The U.S. government has cut off all non-emergency aid and condemned the Sudanese government for its attacks on civilians. In addition, the military junta was placed on the list of terrorist governments for its role in training and providing arms for Islamic fundamentalist groups.

Some members of Congress have recommended bringing the war to the attention of the UN Security Council and proposed that the United States "explore other means necessary" to end the fighting and deliver relief aid. And in February, Representatives Wolf (Va.) and Johnston (Fla.) called for the United States and the international community to arm the Southern resistance.

"Get tough" language from the UN could jeopardize its current humanitarian mission in Sudan and further erode its claim to neutrality. It is also unwise for the U.S. government to take a prominent role in UN sponsored action or negotiations because of its sour relationship with the Sudanese government.

Launching new high-exposure initiatives could undermine existing efforts by local and regional coalitions, such as the Intergovernmental Authority on Drought and Development (IGADD). IGADD negotiations, spearheaded by Kenya, Ethiopia, Eritrea, and Uganda, have successfully cultivated dialogue between the warring factions and secured preliminary protections for relief missions.

In March, 28 non-governmental organizations released the "Push for Peace," a detailed list of suggested actions that stress the supportive role that the United States and international community can play in facilitating peace and ending the suffering. As awareness is raised about the tragedy in Sudan, energy needs to be concentrated on low-profile efforts such as these, rather than on flashy, misdirected intervention in the name of compassion.

To receive FCNL's 26-page Sudan packet, which includes a history of the war and the "Push for Peace," send $2 to FCNL, 245 2nd St. NE, Washington, DC 20002.

—Kathy Booth

Simplicity

Worldly wealth meant little to Anna T. Jeanes. Like many other members of the Society of Friends, she used her resources to ease the suffering of those less fortunate than herself.

Today, Jeanes Hospital still carries out the Quaker testimony of simplicity.

At Jeanes, you'll find the most sophisticated technologies of modern medicine and a staff trained and experienced in their uses. They can provide advanced levels of care that Anna T. Jeanes never could have imagined. But they never lose sight of the importance of compassion and the healing power of simple human touch.
February 1991 saw the first-ever Conference designed for Quakers who are chaplains, pastoral counselors and other kinds of therapists. With ESR support and sponsorship, it brought persons together from around the country. Delighted at finding others like ourselves who were struggling with relating our Quaker faith with our professional practice, we were surprised and moved with the energy, depth of worship, and shared perception that we had found a home.

The fourth Conference occurred last March with the theme, "From Whence Cometh Our Help?" Below are summaries of the two keynote addresses. The Conference included respondents to the addresses and open discussion, plus meeting in small groups for discussion and worship sharing. Worship, singing, and informal time together are valued components of the weekend. Bound copies of the talks are available at cost, by writing to ESR.

People have come as Clinical Pastoral Education supervisors, chaplains (prison, hospital, chemical dependent and hospice), pastoral counselors, social workers, teachers, students, and a variety of other professions. Taking our Quaker faith seriously and attempting to ground our work in our faith are what we share in common.

The next conference will be March 2-5, 1995, at Quaker Hill Conference Center in Richmond, Indiana, and will be around the theme of radical spirituality revolutionizing our care for others. Write to ESR for more information. The future is open and alive with possibilities with this high-energy, creative group!

—Bill Ratliff
Associate Professor of Applied Theology

SEARCHING FOR THE CENTER:
QUAKER SPIRITUALITY AND THE TREATMENT OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE OFFENDERS

by Dan Snyder
QPCC Conference—March 12, 1994

There are many obvious reasons for working with men who batter. However, one of the more personal ones is that this work challenges me to pray more deeply and more urgently than I know I would if I worked with a more

Continued on page 2.
comfortable set of clients. I simply can’t believe that God abandons the field to evil or that God abandons any human being to bitterness or despair. So I work with violent men, partly of course to do what I can to heal this enormous problem, but also because I feel called to search for the kind of spiritual resources that can bring healing to families where there is violence and abuse. When I was asked by the QPCC to present a lecture on this topic, I saw it as an opportunity to outline the key elements of a spirituality of nonviolence. I made three distinctions that I believe are fundamental to the spirituality of our pacifist tradition.

The first of these is the distinction between prophetic judgment as condemnation and judgment as discernment. Where condemnation is an act of separation through censure, disapproval and blame, discernment is profoundly relational, through the presence of a deep knowing of the other. Discernment implies clarity of insight, the ability to search out and know that which is hidden, to sort out and bring to light the secrets and hidden sins that we carry in dark places. Where discernment is tough love, clearly setting limits while offering the possibility of a new relationship, condemnation distances, isolates and rejects further relationship. The fundamental message of the prophets is not one of condemnation but one of God’s yearning tenderness, abiding love and relentless pursuit of connection and intimacy.

The second important distinction is between notions that we are essentially like God vs. the idea that in our essence we are called to be in relationship with God. What we discover in the center of our being is not a Divine Spark or a piece of God but a meeting place or, as Thomas Kelly called it, “an amazing inner sanctuary” where we are called into a profound and transforming relationship.

When I seek to “speak to that of God” in my clients I am not speaking to their essential goodness but to their essential longing to know God. Sadly, we tend to live much of our lives believing there is not love for us, and this is the meaning of original sin, not that we are bad but that we are alienated.

The third distinction about which I spoke at some length is one between power and authority. True authority, as its obvious relation to the word “author” suggests, is a creative voice that emerges from within. Power, on the other hand, has strictly to do with one’s command of resources that enable one to coerce the behavior of others. The British had power; Gandhi had authority. Bull Connor had power; Martin Luther King had authority. The Romans, Herod and Pontius Pilate had power; Jesus had authority. When we speak with authority we speak out of a passion that is born in prayer and we issue an invitation to anyone who will hear to join us in a community of Spirit. Authority is persuasive, inspiring, it takes off its shoes and stands on Holy Ground. It is our powerlessness that brings us to the threshold of prayer and it is prayer that brings us to genuine spiritual authority.

Quaker spirituality is bold and radical in its insistence that we are all created for dignity and purity of heart. Work with batterers, when grounded in prayer, is a work in which we relentlessly bear witness that our clients are children of God. Such a witness can be powerfully confrontive without being condemning. It can also be an invitation to a relationship that offers an amazing transformation and healing. Like all of us, men who batter possess the freedom and responsibility to choose to follow the path of light or to continue to hide in the shadows. It is our task as prophets and pastors to invite them to Life.

HEALING PRAYER

by Demaris Wehr

QPCC Conference—March 10-13, 1994

Why is it that talking about our prayer life makes us feel vulnerable and exposed? Do we place demands for “success” on ourselves in even this area, so that we are ashamed to expose our “failures”? Are we embarrassed to acknowledge that we pray for fear our “kookiness” will be laid bare to our neighbors to see? If either of these is the reason (perhaps there are others) then we are giving our neighbor the power to judge us! I start this abstract with those questions, for those and others like them, preceded my being able to write my talk on “Healing Prayer” for the QPCC in March of 1994. Why does this topic make us feel so vulnerable?

If we move from fear of exposure to the trust required for relating, what can we share with each other about our prayer lives from “successes” to “failures”? I started by sharing some of the earliest and most dramatic moments
in my own experiments with prayer. My first prayer as an adult, at a rock bottom point, was "Dear God, if you exist, help me." In retrospect, it seems that a prayer like this opens the door to God's presence and grace. My life began turning around after that. Extrapolating possible principles for the life of prayer from my own experiments, I offer the following. I in no way intend these to represent "the right way to pray." I offer these in the hope that others will suggest other principles gleaned from their own experience.

1. **Genuine prayer is absolutely sincere, honest.** God does not require of us anything we do not have, such as faith, for instance. If we do not have faith (as in my "if you exist" prayer) we cannot pray the prayer of faith. But we can pray from whatever place we stand, as for example, "Dear God, I don't believe in you, but I would like to." Or as the man described in the Gospel of Mark 19:17-29 said, "Lord, I believe, help Thou mine unbelief." Jesus healed his child.

2. **Starting with honesty, the act of prayer often takes us beyond fear—fear of death, of pain, of loss, anything.** When we experience infinite Love it makes us aware of how petty our fears are. "So what?" can be said to most of them. (How easy to say, but the experience sometimes really takes us there.) The Bible gives numerous examples of God's reassurance. Jesus (Luke 12:32) says, "Fear not, little flock, for it is your Father's good pleasure to give you the kingdom." And in Isaiah 41:10: "Fear thou not, for I am with thee, be not dismayed, for I am thy God. I will strengthen thee, yea, I will help thee, yea, I will uphold thee with the right hand of my righteousness.

3. **Finally, for me, genuine prayer, involves surrender.** The word may be troubling to some, particularly those who believe that they have surrendered (submitted) for too long and are trying to claim their own power. To those I would like to suggest that surrender to the God of unconditional Love (not to other human beings, and not to a punitive, judgmental, or tyrannical God) is empowering, not diminishing. Surrender to God does not strengthen the stubborn, willful, frightened, small ego-bound sense of things. Rather, it empowers the "God-within" side of us, rendering us capable of some of the "greater things" that Jesus spoke of. The reason I add surrender is that I have found that prayer does not work if I am still going to do it my way, "fix" it my way, get God to do it my way, etc. I have to get to a place where the limited character of my own "wisdom" is abundantly clear and I am ready to seek Another's way.

The paper ends with a short discussion of the paradigm shift in the sciences (a shift from a dualistic world view to one that is more monistic) which can, in fact, lend cohesion to a belief that prayer (a mental, spiritual activity) can affect change in the so-called "outer," "physical" domain. A final, quite stunning, healing is recounted, quoting Dr. Rebecca Beard, a Quaker physician who was part of a prayer group praying for the healing of a woman's very advanced cancer. Dr. Beard witnessed the healing which took place two years after the praying began. For me, it is comforting to know that "miracles" are possible, not to seek them per se, but to give courage for the longer haul of wrestling with the dark and frightened places in ourselves, which psychotherapy and pastoral counseling often involve. Healings give us faith that God is real.

**References**


---

**A MESSAGE FROM THE DEAN**

**Can Two Small Sectarian Seminaries Learn to Cooperate?**

"Can two, small, ethnic, sectarian, midwestern-based, and still largely North American seminaries learn to cooperate so as to offer a new model for simplicity and integrity? This is the question that all parties to this unique effort must continue to address; I will offer my own assessments on the work to date and the promise to come.

**Personal Credo**

First, I believe that the world needs/demands the lived witness of Friends and Brethren—now as much as ever. Second, I believe that the world demands that advantaged North Americans work for greater economic simplicity. Therefore, I believe that two seminaries representing Friends and Brethren can—by cooperating closely—join
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in a covenanting partnership to promote:
(a) greater efficiencies of scale, i.e., economic simplicity
(b) greater clarity of purpose and mission, i.e., integrity
(c) while jointly serving the cause of equality and peace.

Accomplishments in the Past Thirty-Two Months
Bethany Theological Seminary and ESR faculty, administrators, students, and Advisors/Trustees have worked for the past thirty-two months to forge this new and unprecedented partnership. The accomplishments to date broadly stated are:
(a) a radical divestment of a thirty year old seminary and the leasing of a new property in Richmond, Indiana by Bethany;
(b) a year long study of the cultural distinctives and political challenges facing both institutions;
(c) the detailed mapping of a new joint administrative pattern between BTS and ESR primarily;
(d) reshaping of the curricular goals and objectives of both seminaries;
(e) negotiated agreements covering all cost sharing for plant, campus, teaching and administrative faculties over the first two years of operation beginning July 1, 1994;
(f) planning for a jointly utilized dining and classroom space and construction of a soon-to-be completed 19,000 square foot Bethany Center;
(g) three faculty retreats and three students retreats to aid in forging personal bonds and advance planning.

Efficiencies of Scale: Search for Simplicity
The early 1990’s have brought strong new challenges to higher education. These new challenges include but are not limited to:
(a) increased quality while holding down real costs;
(b) learning to cooperate instead of compete;
(c) and promoting ownership of the mission by all parties.

Therefore, this newly forged partnership will require that we:
(a) examine how best to utilize our resources;
(b) simplify the use of facilities, administrators and faculties;
(c) learn how to use the new communication media to maximize both information and sharing.

Clarifying the Mission: Search for Integrity
ESR and Bethany bring new and renewed curricular emphases in developing a mission for this joint covenanting partnership.
(a) ESR has long believed and practiced “that we hold that Christ is present guiding and directing our lives, and that we can know and obey Christ’s will.” Introducing students to the Inward Teacher is the center of our invitation to transformation. Our choice of curricular offerings, vocational tracks, dialogical classroom pedagogies, and assignments all directly reflect this core belief.
(b) Bethany has concluded that all of their curricular offerings must reflect the life of Christ as lived out in the communities who gather in His name. All theology, history, and biblical work should be conducted in the context of the life of local congregations. Specifically, the shape of this curricular structure will include:
(a) more and diverse offerings in bible, theology, and history;
(b) continuing explorations of the rich heritage of the Brethren and Quaker worlds;
(c) mediation and resolution courses for personal, interpersonal, congregational, local community, and international conflicts;
(d) and in time, we hope to expand practical training of pastors.
So we must again ask,
“Can two, small, ethnic, sectarian, midwestern-based, and still largely North American seminaries learn to cooperate so as to offer a new model for simplicity and integrity?” My answer is: with God’s loving, grace filled help—along with a lot of sacrifice and hard, deliberate thought on our part—yes. —Andrew Crannell, Dean
FLGC Midwinter Gathering

What does it mean to "grow together in faith by leaps and boundaries?" This theme was explored at the 1994 Midwinter Gathering of Friends for Lesbian and Gay Concerns (FLGC), held February 11-14 at Dayspring Episcopal Conference Center, near Sarasota, Florida. One hundred Friends from the United States, Canada, and Germany attended, despite the winter weather gridlock at most East Coast airports which kept many registrants away.

Though reduced in number, the gathering had its usual sense of a full and close community. This sense has been deepening over the past years, as FLGC has met twice annually: once at midwinter and again in the summer at the Friends General Conference Gathering.

As with past midwinter gatherings, the weekend was a blend of daily meetings for worship, meetings for business, worship sharing, entertainment, and shared meals. This year we were blessed with warm Florida sun and a conference center located on a nature preserve.

Our keynote speaker was Christine Downing, Chair of Religious Studies at San Diego State University, author, and lesbian Quaker. Christine was raised in a Quaker home, eventually raised her own family in a Friends meeting, and later took time away from Friends before returning, ten years ago, to La Jolla Meeting in California. Her talk, entitled "Going Forth and Coming Home: Two sources of Quaker Faith," told of her own spiritual journey. Although she has not always identified herself as a lesbian, Christine says she has "always been queer." She urged us to use our gifts as queer people to enrich the Religious Society of Friends.

Another speaker, Bob Schmitt, of Minneapolis, encouraged us to make "Leaps of Listening/Leaps of Faith." Bob spoke of experiences within his own meeting, where he has learned to "listen in tongues: to be open to hear the truth in words other than what I use myself."

Three business meetings produced several minor miracles as co-clerks demonstrated the art and spirit of clerking. After one particularly long meeting, recording clerk Bob Roehm rose out of the silence, folded his laptop computer (where he'd been clicking away for two hours), and went to the piano keyboard. Meeting for worship with attention to business quickly became meeting for showsuntes.

For three days, laughing and singing were everywhere. This was a counterbalance to the deep grief and tears for Friends sick and dying, both those present and those not able to attend. Because of AIDS, FLGC has learned much over the years about loss. Eldon Kelley, of Madison (Wis.) Meeting, was remembered with love in Saturday's worship.

A full gamut of emotions was shared by the gathering as we listened to a performance of a capella singing by members of the Beacon Hill Meeting of Boston. Their "Free Grace Undying Love Full Gospel Quaker Choir" brought tears and cheers with old hymns and new songs, which were clearly spirit-led. The choir is inspired by the direction of Frederic Evans, tenor.

I returned with spirit well-nourished and eager to carry greetings from FLGC Friends to friends and acquaintances. Next year's gathering will be held President's Day weekend in the Philadelphia area. Until then, as the choir says, "Sing and Be Saved." —Rachel Potter

Reprinted from the March issue of Madison Friends Newsletter.

FWCC, Section of the Americas, Annual Meeting

Friends from all parts of the Americas gathered for worship and work in St. Louis, Missouri, March 17-20, for the annual meeting of Friends World Committee for Consultation, Section of the Americas. Highlights of this year's meeting were receiving the new mission statement, learning of the plight of Friends suffering in different parts of the world, discovering what can be learned from 19th century divisions, developing leadership and new opportunities for young Friends, being challenged by the experiences of Friends Disaster Relief, and making preparations for the August FWCC Triennial in New Mexico.

The Section's Executive Committee shared the new mission statement, which reads as follows:

"The Section of the Americas seeks to be for friends a wellspring of living waters, moving us ever towards a shared future in the Spirit, a world community of Friends, whose diversity of tradition, culture, and historical experience serves as a mutual education and spiritual enrichment and whose unity in God's truth become the ground of our varying vocations in the world."

Roger Sturge, from the World Office in London, reported on areas around the globe, outside the Section of the Americas, where Friends are suffering: Burundi, Rwanda, Zaire, the Middle East, South Africa, and Northern Ireland. Because FWCC is sometimes called upon to provide emergency relief, as was the case in Bolivia in the 1980s and Cuba last summer, representatives felt it important to approve a policy on emergency relief. The minute noted that FWCC is a consultative body, not a relief or social service organization. In the future, FWCC will act only when specifically authorized by the annual meeting or Executive Committee. It saw its function as alerting Friends everywhere to the suffering of Friends anywhere and seeking assistance through Quaker missions and service organizations and other appropriate agencies.

In another session, with the help of Thomas Hamm, Quaker historian and archivist from Earlham College, Friends reflected on what can be learned from divisions among Friends from the 19th century to the present. Hamm observed that change is inevitable; that all of us, evangelical, universalist, conservative, and liberal, are products of change and that change invariably threatens unity. In the past, two solutions that have not worked are 1) reliance on structure and statements to achieve unity; and 2) a desire to be so inclusive that for some it is not enough only to be a "seeker" and sincere in the pursuit of Truth. What then can be done to preserve the essence of Quakerism? Hamm observed 1) that separations may not always be the worst of evils and may be liberating, even though they cause pain; 2) they can be avoided sometimes if Friends do not elevate every conflict into one of fundamentals; and 3) above all Friends need to trust the Spirit.

Hamm felt that it will be groups like FWCC that will continue to try to bring Friends together in common projects. (Copies of the full address are available on request from the Section office.)

Another highlight was the panel of young adult Friends on developing leadership within the Society of Friends. Maria Cancio, who teaches at Miami's Iglesia de los Amigos, observed that true leaders are those who respond to the Divine will. Alex Kern, a participant at Guilford College's Quaker Leadership Scholars program, felt that a nurturing community was vital to growth. Training at Guilford involves tapping into the rich diversity of Friends, religious education, theology, history, service projects, and practical work.
CLAIMING OUR PAST: ASSURING THE FUTURE

What better way to give expression to your Quaker values than by leaving a portion of your estate to FRIENDS JOURNAL? You will assure the growth of Quaker thought and life long into the future. Consider a provision in your will for FRIENDS JOURNAL.

For more information, contact:
FRIENDS JOURNAL, 1501 Cherry Street
Philadelphia, PA 19102-1497 (215) 241-7280

QUAKER INNER CITY SCHOOL ENDOWMENT FUND

We’re trying to help a small group of well integrated Quaker schools that are doing a terrific job in inner city environments gain sufficient endowments to provide long-term financial stability. For more information write or phone Imogene Angell, 150 Kendal at Longwood, Kennett Square, PA 19348. (610) 388-0935.

FRIENDS HOME AT WOODSTOWN
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Special Moments
by Harriet Heath

A friend, Ann Eynon, agreed to let me share the following, along with my own observations:

Emily and I were sitting outside on one of the steamier days of early summer—she with her Heath Bar Crunch Blizzard and I with my strawberry frozen yogurt cone. We had just performed one of the essential rituals of summer—a trip to the bookstore to stock up on summer reading material. It was late June. School had been in recess for less than two weeks.

As we sat there slurping away at our individual treats and watching the people go by, I was struck by the moment and said to Emily, “You know Em, I think THIS is what summer is supposed to be.” Her reply of, “Yeah, me too!” echoed my sentiment. Just having the time to sit, to reflect, to enjoy a treat, to enjoy each other—that to me is one of the great luxuries of summer.

One of my goals in recent years as a parent is having the time to enjoy the special moments with each of my girls. Time has a way of blurring these moments and launching our children into the future without our ever realizing what we could have done together, what we could have enjoyed together, and how much we could have laughed together.

This hasn’t always been my goal. It wasn’t until I met Susan Maxfield several years ago that I even knew about appreciating special moments. Sue was the director of Pheben Anna Thome School, Bryn Mawr College’s nursery school, for over 35 years. She had the unique ability to isolate a moment with a three-year-old and make it feel like a headline piece of news. She loved children. She knew more about young children than anyone I had ever met.

When Emily was four and a half, Sue was her teacher. One day when I appeared to pick up Em, Sue took me aside to share what had happened that morning. Her exact words were, “Emily allowed me to help dress her doll this morning!” The enthusiasm in her voice conveyed how special she felt at that moment. I must say that I did not fully capture the meaning behind her words, for there was no further explanation. But in these last 11 years, since I first met Sue, I have grown to appreciate her approach to children. Sue never imposed herself on them. Instead, she had that rare ability to allow them to take the lead in activities; then she would very carefully enter their world of make-believe; or she would wait to be invited, as in the case of Emily and her doll.

What is the result of this unique approach to interacting with children? Without taking volumes to enumerate the details, let it suffice to say that Sue’s understanding and caring for children helped me to begin to learn about the world of children. And it has taken me years to be able to isolate the moments and make them special.

My observations:
Being fully present with another person, with a child, is a wonderful, expanding experience. Sue Maxfield expressed it so simply, “Emily allowed me to help dress her doll this morning!” It is as if one’s inner being, Inner Light, were in touch with that in the other.

Experiences such as these sometimes “just happen.” The feeling of being in tune with the other and what the other is doing is unexplainably realized. At such times, however, it is still important for us to be fully present in the moment if they are to be recognized and deeply shared.

We can increase the possibility of experiencing special moments with children by doing things with the other and by being present. Plan an activity that the other enjoys and participate fully in it. In the rush of our days, the financial insecurities, and our fears of violence, it becomes increasingly difficult to be present to our children. I hear many parents describe how methods they use to aid centering when in meeting help them be present for their children.

Our children need our presence and we need theirs. My wish is that when readers look back next September, their summer memories will include many such special moments.
Scattergood Friends School is a co-educational, college preparatory, boarding and day high school for 55 students.

- Excellent success in placing graduates in colleges and universities
- 4:1 student to faculty ratio
- Small classes and attention to the needs and interests of individuals
- Extensive outdoor and farm experiences
- Caring and supportive community life
- Emphasis upon cooperation rather than competition
- Affordable tuition with extensive financial assistance

For additional information, or to arrange a visit, call or write, Director of Admissions, Scattergood Friends School, Route 1, Box 32, West Branch, IA 52358-9715 (319) 643-7600

Looking for a lift on your spiritual journey?

Come to our beautiful 23-acre campus for a time of spiritual renewal and enrichment. Residential study, sojourns, conferences.

PENDLE HILL
Box E, 338 Plush Mill Road
Wallingford, PA 19086

Call toll-free 1-800-742-3150

News of Friends

Ted Bernard is the new clerk of Friends Committee on Unity with Nature. A professor of geography at Ohio University, Ted has served FCUN as a member of its Steering Committee for several years, and as alternate clerk for the past two years. He took over clerking responsibilities from Bill Howenstine following FCUN's annual meeting in October 1993. Ted has conducted agro-ecological studies and field research in Kenya for six years, and brings a global perspective to environmental problems. He is an active member of Athens (Ohio) Meeting, where he serves as convener of their Environmental Committee. Ted is on sabbatical from teaching this year in order to have more flexibility for clerking FCUN. (From BeFriending Creation, January/February 1994)

The Evangelical Friend will conclude publication with a final July/August issue. The difficult but united decision to end the 26-year-old magazine came from the Coordinating Council during a January gathering of Evangelical Friends International—North America Region. The reason for the decision was financial. However, a new publication is scheduled to start up in 1995. The new format will appear three or four times a year and allow for improved coverage, focus, and vision. Regional yearly meetings may also have the opportunity to insert materials for mailing to their member homes. Readers are invited to share comments and suggestions for the new publication by contacting Evangelical Friend, P.O. Box 232, Newberg, OR 97132. (From Evangelical Friend, March/April 1994)

The Church of the Brethren is working to help people in war-torn Sudan. In response to a call from the New Sudan Council of Churches (NSCC), 16 people have been trained for a “Sudan Accompaniment” program. Training included sessions on the history of Sudan, nonviolent response to conflict, dealing with cultural differences, background on Islam, survival skills, communication and media skills, and dealing with trauma. The accompaniment team will be divided into groups of three and paired with three NSCC team members to live in villages to show their solidarity with the people of Sudan. The teams will coordinate relief efforts, teach English, and monitor cease-fire agreements. The date for sending an initial group will depend upon the unfolding military and political situation. For more information, contact Church of the Brethren, 1451 Dundee Ave., Elgin, IL 60120-1694, telephone (708) 742-5100.

A Quaker, Rebecca Lukens, was inducted into the Business Hall of Fame on April 14. Known as America's first woman industrialist, Rebecca took over her husband's steel business when he died in 1823. At the time, Lukens Steel Co., based in Coatesville, Pa.,
was near bankruptcy. In nine years, she paid off her husband’s debts and practically reconstructed the mill. Today the company is the third-largest steel mill in the United States and the oldest to operate without interruption. Rebecca Lukens died in 1854 at the age of 60.

N. Ramamurthy, known to friends as Ram, retired as Asia secretary and joint assistant secretary of Quaker Peace & Service in December 1993. Ram came to London, England, from India to study engineering in 1956. There he married a Friend, Stephanie Syrett. They moved to India and began hosting overseas workers from Friends Service Council (now QPS) enroute to projects. Impressed by the motivation of these workers and other Friends, he served as treasurer of Friends Service Council India and later joined the Society of Friends himself. As Asia secretary since 1983, Ram took a major role in QPS peacemaking activities in Sri Lanka. He also worked with relief and development projects in India, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and China. In retirement, Ram will continue to advise on reconciliation work for QPS and to serve on the council of OXFAM. (From Quaker News, January 1994)

The Friends Committee on Scouting is five years old. The central committee first met on March 17, 1989, to consider a religious awards program designed for Quaker youth involved in Girl and Boy Scouts programs. Bruce Johnson, a member of Sandy Spring (Md.) Meeting, conceived the idea of a Quaker body designed to be an advocate for Quaker scouts and worked to include an opportunity for Quaker worship at the 1985 Boy Scouts jamboree. Johnson was also concerned that Quaker youth had no emblem comparable to the God and Country program available to scouts in Protestant faiths. (Catholics, Jews, Buddhists, and Muslims can also receive emblems based on the unique character of their religions.) With the help of several Friends organizations, curricula and designs for the Spirit of Truth emblem were proposed and the Friends Committee on Scouting became a reality. In the past five years, the committee has awarded numerous emblems to young Friends in scouting programs, sponsored worship services at two jamborees, launched a twice-yearly newsletter, and opened dialogue on how to support Friendly scouts. For more information, contact Friends Committee on Scouting, 500 12th Ave. N.W., Altoona, IA 50009. (From Scouting Among Friends, Spring 1994)

Fresh air for troubled teens

When children have both emotional troubles and substance abuse problems, traditional therapies won’t help. Friends Hospital has a fresh approach — our Adolescent Dual Diagnosis Program. We evaluate the entire family’s needs. A team — doctor, nurse, social worker, therapist — puts together a course of treatment aimed at the quickest, most effective return to a more manageable life. We’ll keep the family informed, and work with school authorities, too.

In a short time, we build self-esteem, start treating dependency and emotional problems, and heal families.

Friends delivers the finest psychiatric care, with Quaker compassion, on our beautiful campus in Northeast Philadelphia. When you need Friends, we’re here. Ask your family doctor or call us.

Friends Hospital accepts a variety of insurance plans

Individuals in Community

A SCHOOL IN THE PROGRESSIVE TRADITION, THE CAMBRIDGE SCHOOL OF WESTON OFFERS HIGHLY PERSONALIZED, THOUGHTFUL COLLEGE PREPARATION FOR INTELLECTUALLY CURIOUS YOUNG PEOPLE; AN ETHICAL SCHOOL COMMUNITY BASED ON DEEP MUTUAL TRUST AND RESPECT; A PLACE WHERE INTEGRITY AND DIVERSITY ARE APPRECIATED; AND AN APPROACH WHICH PLACES AS MUCH EMPHASIS ON ASKING THE RIGHT QUESTIONS AS ON GIVING THE RIGHT ANSWERS.

COEDUCATIONAL, BOARDING AND DAY, GRADES 9-12 AND PG. CALL (617) 642-8650.

The Cambridge School of Weston • 1886
**Bulletin Board**

**"Coming Home to the Earth: William Penn and Contemporary Issues"** is the title for the Friends Association for Higher Education's 15th annual conference, June 23-26, at William Penn College, Oskaloosa, Iowa. Keynote speakers include Stephen Collett with his presentation, "New Paths to Peacemaking;" Elise Boudling addressing peace education; Tom Kessinger on sustainable development in highly populated countries; and David Wilson on the presence of nature. A joint FAHE/FCUN symposium will also take place on "Sustainable Development in Higher Education: Challenge for Educators by the Year 2000." Cost for the conference is $60, room and board are available. Register by June 5 with Fred Allen, Campus Minister, William Penn College, 201 True Ave, Oskaloosa, IA 52577, telephone (515) 673-1085.

**Peace Training Institute** is a newly formed group in Salem, Oreg., that helps people who are interested in serving as agents of social change. Its mission is to prepare participants for long-range community stewardship. Drawing on cultural and religious traditions, and on recent work in nonviolent dispute resolution and peace studies, it teaches practical skills and provides tools for achieving a just and peaceful world. PTI's first offering is a two-week, hands-on training session combining academic, practical, and spiritual presentations, Aug. 1-12, at Willamette University, Salem, Oreg. A follow-up internship program is planned for early 1995. Cost is $300. Room and board at Willamette are an additional $400 for 12 days. Reservations need to be made as soon as possible. For more information, telephone Sam Hall at Willamette University (503) 370-6118 or Polly Hare (503) 393-1919, or write to PTI, 333 State St., Salem, OR 97301.

**A training for the formation of "Performers Conflict Response Teams"** is being sponsored by Rural Southern Voice for Peace (RSVP), July 17-23, at Celo Community, Burnsville, N.C. Participants will gather to plan and rehearse performances in anticipation of entering into situations of imminent or actual violent social conflict. The corps of the group will be composed of performers, visual artists, and others who will be trained to dramatically, musically, and visually present conflict resolution skills to potential or actual belligerents. Teams of four to twelve people may be called upon to respond locally, regionally, nationally, or internationally. They will engage in action at the behest of at least one of the belligerent groups, seeking to coordinate their actions under the aegis of a larger umbrella group (yet to be chosen). The week-long session will be led by trainers experienced in the methods of Augusto Boal, creator of the Theater of the Oppressed. For more information, contact Performers Conflict Resolution Teams, RSVP, 1898 Hannah Branch Rd., Burnsville, NC 28714, fax (704) 675-9355.

**Bread for the World's 1994 Offering of Letters campaign** is designed to help reduce hunger among low-income children and women. This year's campaign seeks to guarantee full funding for the proven, cost-effective Special Supplemental Food Program for Women, Infants, and Children (WIC). Through letters to Congress, participants can help the nearly 3.5 million eligible women and children who are not currently being served. For more information, contact Bread for the World, 1100 Wayne Ave, Suite 1000, Silver Spring, MD 20910, telephone (301) 608-2400, fax (301) 608-2401.

**San Antonio Meeting** is seeking help in establishing a meetinghouse. Since becoming a monthly meeting, the group has rented worship space and is now in its sixth location. The meeting has seen substantial growth over the last three years and wishes to provide a more prominent Quaker presence and influence in the area. San Antonio is over 50 percent Hispanic, has a high military profile, is an outstanding medical center, and is an international conference, business, and tourist center. In a city of almost one million people, San Antonio Meeting is the only Quaker presence. Tax-deductible contributions, information about other funding sources, and suggestions would be greatly appreciated. Contact San Antonio Friends Meeting, P.O. Box 6127, San Antonio, TX 78209, telephone (210) 945-8456, or Mel and Priscilla Zuck, telephone (210) 826-2842.

**"Art and the Spirit"** is the title of an upcoming conference at Quaker Center, Ben Lomond, Calif., July 1-7. Workshops will include: "Mask, Myths, and Voices: Bringing the Inside Out," led by Susan Freeman and Noreen Winkler; "African-Inspired Dance with Live Drumming," led by Debra Nagri-Brown; "Creating Our Inner Sacred Circles Through Mandala Painting and Drawing," with Ann Thiermann; and "Poetry Writing," with Rosemary Wilvert. Cost is $225, which includes workshops, room and board, and basic art supplies. Contact Quaker Center, P.O. Box 686, Ben Lomond, CA 95005, telephone (408) 336-8333.

**High school students of all cultural and religious backgrounds are invited to participate in "Working in the Light, Exploring Friendly Service in the Philadelphia Area," a workcamp sponsored by Pendle Hill, July 17-24. The week will be spent living and working at Pendle Hill and at Philadelphia Yearly Meeting's Friends Workcamp Center. Students will experience life in a Quaker community, work with local community service organizations, and participate in programs and presentations designed to foster understanding and appreciation for a wide range of cultural, religious, and social issues. The cost is $400 for room and board; $60 for the camp fee. Registrations are due by June 15. For more information, contact Pendle Hill Institute, 25 Friend Avenue, Wallingford, PA 19086, telephone (215) 687-3211, or fax (215) 687-1304.**

---

**DELAWARE VALLEY FRIENDS SCHOOL**

**For Students with Learning Differences**

College preparatory, Grades 7-12

Summer School

Come to an Open House

526-9595 for info & video, "Learning with a Difference"
organizations, receive an introduction to the realities of inner-city life, and discuss the causes and effects of urban poverty. There will also be opportunities to have fun, including a canoeing trip down the Brandywine River. Cost is $330 and financial aid is available. Contact High School Workcamp, Pendle Hill, 338 Plumth Mill Rd., Wallingford, PA 19086-6099, telephone (800) 742-3150 or (610) 566-4507.

Calendar

JUNE

3-5—“Healing From Life’s Wounds,” a weekend led by John Calvi, certified massage therapist and Quaker healer, at Woolman Hill, Deerfield, Mass. The program will focus on recovery from trauma for survivors and care-partners. Contact Woolman Hill, 107 Keets Rd., Deerfield, MA 01342, telephone (413) 774-3431.

3-5—“The Welcome Table: A Vision of Spirituality and Politics for the 21st Century,” a retreat led by Jim Wallis, pastor and editor of Sojourners magazine. Cost is $195. Contact Kirkridge, Bangor, PA 18013-9359, telephone (610) 588-1793.

5—Open house at The McCutchen, New York Yearly Meeting Friends Home, 2:30-4 p.m. Contact The McCutchen, 112 Linden Ave., North Plainfield, NJ 07060-4653, telephone (908) 755-4243.

6—Rocky Mountain Yearly Meeting Quaker Ridge Camp, Woodland Park, Colo. Contact Stanley Pershke, 3350 Reed St., Wheat Ridge, CO 80033, telephone (303) 238-5200.


9-12—Southern Appalachian Yearly Meeting, Hiwassee College, Madisonville, Tenn. Contact Janet Minshall, 701 W. Howard Ave., Decatur, GA 30030, telephone (404) 377-0120.

15-19—Intermountain Yearly Meeting, Ft. Lewis College, Durango, Colo. Contact Bill and Eugenia Durland, 605 West Pine St., Trinidad, CO 81082, telephone (719) 846-7480.

16-19—Lake Erie Yearly Meeting, Bluffton College, Bluffton, Ohio. Contact Patricia Campbell, 710 Indiana, Ann Arbor, MI 48105, telephone (313) 668-8865.

17-19—“Who Will Stop the Killing?” From Minneapolis to Mogadishu: Building Communities of Resistance & Solidarity,” the 23rd annual COPRED conference, St. Thomas University, St. Paul, Minn. Contact Consortium On Peace Research, Education, and Development, c/o Institute for Conflict Analysis and Resolution, George Mason University, Fairfax, VA 22030, telephone (703) 993-3639.

22-25—Friends Church Southwest Yearly Meeting, Rosedrive Friends Church, Yorba Linda, Calif. Contact Charles Mylander, P.O. Box 1607, Whittier, CA 90609, telephone (310) 947-2883.

23-26—The third Quaker Leadership Institute, Sandy Spring Friends School, Sandy Spring, Md. Sponsored by Baltimore Yearly Meeting, the program uses spiritual nurture and education to encourage, support, and strengthen individuals in Quaker service and ministry. Marge Larrabee will be the plenary speaker. Contact Frank Massey at Baltimore Yearly Meeting, 1710 Quaker Lane, Sandy Spring, MD 20860, telephone (301) 774-7663.

25—Quaker reunion at the Woodlawn Plantation and Meetinghouse, Mount Vernon, Va. Activities include a viewing of artifacts and photos, videotaping of memories and stories, an address on “The Quaker Era at Woodlawn,” and tours of the plantation and meetinghouse. Contact Woodlawn Plantation, P.O. Box 37, Mount Vernon, VA 22121, telephone (703) 780-4000.

JULY


6-10—Wilmington Yearly Meeting, Wilmington College, Wilmington, Ohio. Contact Marvin Hall, 605 Mead St., Wilmington, OH 45177, telephone (513) 382-2491.

14-17—North Pacific Yearly Meeting, Oregon State University, Corvallis, Ore. Contact Paula Butzi, 14349 188th Way NE, Woodinville, WA 98073, telephone (206) 869-2810.

Westtown School

Westtown is a Quaker school of 600 students in Pre-K through 12th grade, co-educational, college preparatory, day and boarding

- Excellent academic programs
- Individual attention within a caring community
- Before and after school day care programs
- Performing and fine arts
- 600-acre campus with lakes and woods
- Outstanding facilities (science center, arts center, fieldhouse, 25-meter indoor pool)

For more information and to arrange to visit classes, please call Sarah Goebel, director of admissions, Westtown School, Westtown, PA 19395 (215/399-0123)

Employment Opportunity

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (PYM) seeks an Associate Secretary for Administration (ASA). This key position serves as the Business Manager for PYM. Strong management and personnel skills with a business or financial background required. Send cover letter and resume by June 7, 1994 to the Search Committee for ASA, Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, 1515 Cherry Street, Philadelphia, PA 19102.
We Gave Away a Fortune


We Gave Away a Fortune is a collection of 16 personal stories about individuals who have committed themselves and their material resources to peace, justice, and humanitarian issues. It gives insight on how all of us, irrespective of our material wealth, can pool our ideas and limited resources with others of a kindred spirit.

Millard Fuller is the founder of Habitat for Humanity—an international network of organizations building housing “for God’s people in need.” “My goals and motivation have changed,” said Fuller, after helping raise $44 million in 1989. “I am just pursuing the common good,” referring to Martin Luther King’s goal of all working toward the establishment of the beloved community.

These stories serve as a collective handbook to help you learn more about “strategic giving.” There are practical suggestions and examples in each section.

The chapter entitled “Spiritual Economics” should appeal to all. It reflects the message of “letting your life speak” as we struggle to bring our spiritual values and economic relationships into greater harmony. Comments or guidance from religious teachings are reminders about the dangers of caring more for material things than for our fellow human beings.

The author suggests taking a proactive approach instead of “responding to requests that come knocking.” Most groups would gladly send details about their operations leading you to assess their potential, organization, and how they match your own values and spirit of involvement.

Consultative approaches are outlined and encouraged to share funding decisions in “Sharing Power and Privilege.” Many wish to fund work supporting the rights of disenfranchised people, but few have experienced life in these communities or have asked about their visions.

“But even if we manage to act reasonably well as stewards for our resources, how do we deal with the wider society is an ongoing question. Native traditions urge people to consider the impact of their decisions on the seventh generation of their own.”

“Pass the money through you in a way to heal the universe. Listen to what heals—have your life serve as your message. The way you live is the way to do it.” A familiar touchstone for Friends.

In summary, there are instructive stories about individuals with great wealth who have set examples in helping build a better and more humane world. There are practical paths which can help those of us with very limited means contribute as well to the beloved community. This may be a fresh perspective beyond the philosophy with which many of us are familiar. I would suggest this volume for all who wish to add to their idea pool of combining personal commitment with material assets. Fortune can move you forward.

Donald Laitin

Donald Laitin is a member Yonge Street Monthly Meeting of Friends, Newmarket, Ontario, Canada, and newly formed Orangeville area Worship Group. He works with Barbara Laitin on Spring Creek Farm to assist immigrants and refugees from Central America.

A Faith for Living


The author proposes “to consider the Faith, the beliefs, to which the Church adheres and to consider whether [they] constitute an adequate and sustainable faith for today and for the future.” He concludes that these beliefs are not sustainable in the modern world. What is truly essential to a religious faith, according to Maney, are two elements of the Gospel: the fatherhood of a righteous God and the brotherhood of man. The ideas of conventional Christianity: the attribution of divinity to Jesus, while claiming at the same time that he was human, yet sinless and faultless; the notion that by his death and blood he reconciles an angry God to receive into heaven a wicked and perverse humanity—these miraculous and incredible claims have “locked” a great religion (which Jesus taught) into the thought forms of the first century. By means of such regressive doctrines, the “church” has perpetrated into the modern world such ancient and irrelevant beliefs, thus walling itself off from progressive revelation of truth.

The human wisdom and teaching of Jesus are altogether another matter, according to Maney. He sees Jesus’ humane insights as the principal source of social reform in the Western world: the abolition of slavery and child labor, introduction of democracy, and the deliverance of women from being treated as inferior human beings. In deed, the Christian Church has resisted these movements and has generally condemned contraception as immoral to holy matrimony, purity, and divine law.

Maney proclaims that Jesus’ teaching affirms that humankind has an inherent capacity for good and that God has made people so—in contrast to the Church’s insistence that there is no good in humanity. The spontaneous kindness of ordinary people demonstrates the truth of this humancist belief, which in no way, according to Maney, is anatheistic creed. The author advises us to reject the negative, regressive, oppressive, traditional attitudes perpetuated by the conventional Church and to risk all for the spontaneous development of the gentler, more imaginative, freer atmosphere generated by Jesus’ teaching that depends upon a continuous revelation of God’s will and love toward human beings.

This book will speak persuasively to those Friends who are not known for their insistence on precise points of Christian doctrine and who are willing to risk their reputation in the opinion of other more rigid Christians in order to see, as William Penn urges, “what love can do.”

J. Bernard Haviland

Bernard Haviland, a member of Media (Pa.) Meeting, serves on the boards of FRIENDS JOURNAL and Pendle Hill.

Virtuous Woman:
Reflections on Christian Feminist Ethics


This book is of value to all who ponder their relation to Christianity, or its relation to feminism. As the title indicates, it is a series of reflections on feminist writings by many authors, which address the salient topics confronting religion and feminism today. While the author (chair of the faculty of Religion at the University of Tulsa and a Roman Catholic) is clear that for her the divinity of Christ is central, she critiques both the church and feminists with an even hand.

The charm of this book is its hearty acceptance of the valuable in both traditions along with fierce criticism of the dross in both. The meat of it is that its deep reflections lead the reader to reflections of his/her own. It deepened my understanding of Jesus, though I am
still clearer about his centrality than about his divinity. For example, in her view, the concept of God sacrificing Jesus is wrong. Rather Jesus persisted in the work he had to do despite the threat of death by torture. Nor did he reproach his disciples for not being up to that.

Carmody’s introduction relates the story (from a novel) of Anna, who has many virtues and many faults, including two mortal sins. Carmody asks whether this is a virtuous woman. She never answers the question, but makes it clear that she thinks ‘Yes!’ a possibility:

“Anna’s secularism is no defeat of God. Her self-indulgence, ignorance, even despair of life with a mortal illness are not the last word…. Oh lovely Anna…. Perhaps all that you tried to do for your family, in your work, from your love of life, expressed the imprint of God better than the gray words and works of people with better reputations.”

The book has chapters on “Commitment and Discernment,” “Social Ethics,” “Sexual Morality,” and “Ecclesiastical Issues.” In each of the issues the author takes up within these chapters, her method is to begin with a quotation from a Christian feminist writer and follow it with her own comments. The questions are all chosen to have thoughts that the author (and this reader) finds stimulating, in combination with ideas that require criticism from Carmody’s Christian stance. She also uses them to illuminate her reasons for that stance.

Carmody is especially clear, at considerable length, about the ways in which the church’s refusal of women cripples it. Her discussion of what women have to offer the church would be illumined by an awareness of the ministry of Quaker women.

On abortion, Carmody simply asks questions, a myriad of them. She asks uncomfortable questions for those on any side of the issue. She is clear that neither of the competing ideologies is helpful.

These brief summaries of her position on two salient issues among the many that she addresses do little justice to the richness of her thought. There is food for reflection and meditation on almost every page.

By its nature, the book is a rich source of further readings, giving one intriguing glimpses into the thought of a wide variety of writers.

None of this really conveys the impact of this book. Despite my starting from a different theological stance than the author, I found it thought provoking, illuminating, and wholly delightful!

Bruce Hawkins

Bruce Hawkins is clerk of Northampton (Mass.) Meeting and a member of the Friends General Conference Publications and Distribution Committee.
Founded in 1893 by the Society of Friends, George School is a co-educational boarding and day school for students in grades 9-12. The college preparatory curriculum emphasizes Friends values and includes:

- Courses on 4 levels of challenge
- Advanced Placement (AP)
- English as a Second Language (ESL)
- International Baccalaureate (IB)
- International workcamps
- English as a Second Language (ESL)
- Required full-year courses in the arts
- Required community service
- Foreign study
- 13 interscholastic sports for boys and girls

For more information, please contact the Admissions Office: 215/579-6547.

Milestones

Births/Adoptions

Bodin—Emily Rose Bodin, on Aug. 30, 1993, to Linda C. and Mark A. Bodin. Linda is a member of Manhasset (N.Y.) Meeting.

Emerson—Katherine Aden Emerson, on Sept. 27, 1993, to Jennifer Cowles and Alan Emerson. Alan is a member of Miami (Fla.) Meeting.

Ersek—Olivia Jean Marshburn Ersek, on Feb. 24, to Carol Marshburn and John Ersek, of Durham (Maine) Meeting.


Miyoshi—Sophia Sayako Miyoshi, on Nov. 3, 1993, to Janice and Hideaki Miyoshi-Vitarelli, of Honolulu (Hawaii) Meeting.

Motz-Storey—Damon Motz-Storey, on Dec. 11, 1993, to Lisa and Paul Motz-Storey, of Mountain View (Colo.) Meeting.

Schauffler—Moya Williams Schauffler, on Dec. 27, 1993, to Jennifer and Jim Schauffler, of Sandy Spring (Md.) Meeting.

Marriages/Unions

Boardman-Quimby—Carrie Quimby and Susan Boardman, in a ceremony of commitment at the Miami (Fla.) Meetinghouse. Susan is a member of Manhasset (N.Y.) Meeting.


Garris-Perry—David Perry and Rebecca Garris, on May 15, 1993, under the care of Chicago (III.) Meeting, of which both are members.

Heninger-Patterson—Jack T. Patterson and Lori Heninger, on Nov. 27, 1993, under the care of Morningide (N.Y.) Meeting, of which both are members.

McPherson-Gagnon—Bruce Gagnon and Annie McPherson, on Oct. 10, 1993, at the Miami (Fla.) Meetinghouse, where Annie is a member.


Schumann-Brodeck—Mark Brodeck and Donna Schumann, on Nov. 20, 1993, under the care of Olympia (Wash.) Meeting.

Tannehill-Kenmore—Mark T. Kenmore and Susan A. Tannehill, on Oct. 23, 1993, under the care of Buffalo (N.Y.) Meeting, of which both are members.

Wicca-Urner—Kirby Urner and Dawn Wicca, on Sept. 11, 1993, under the care of Multnomah (Oreg.) Meeting.

Deaths

Abileah—Joseph Abileah, 78, on Jan. 29, in his sleep in Germany. Joseph, principal violinist with the Haifa Symphony Orchestra in Israel, believed that his musical and peace activities were inextricably intertwined. After witnessing the power of nonviolence in the Arab Revolt of 1936-39, he worked the rest of his life for ways to achieve...
harmony between peoples and nations. He was one of the few absolute pacifists in Israel and the Middle East, and in 1948 was among the first conscientious objectors to Washington. From 1957-1960 he served on the Executive Committee of War Resisters International, winning admirers and friends worldwide through the authenticity and simple force of his personal witness. Starting with a testimony before the special United Nations Committee to settle the fate of Palestine, he worked to form a confederation among the peoples of Israel, Palestine, and Jordan, an arrangement that all involved are considering today. He will be remembered as the progenitor of this idea and for his rich humanity. Joseph was preceded in death by his wife, Dinah. He is survived by two sons, Adi and Dasi; a daughter, Efi; and a host of wider family members.

Beer—Rosa Anna Caroline Berney Heinemann Beer, 98, on Feb. 10, at Kendal at Longwood in Kennett Square, Pa. Born in Mainz, Germany, into a devout Jewish family, Anne trained as a kindergarten teacher and worked in a child care center during World War I. In 1920 she married Richard Heinemann and helped manage his family's clothing store. During this time she became an accomplished dressmaker. Expelled from Germany in 1939, she and her family began a new life in Charleston, S.C. After Richard's death in 1948, Anne moved to the Philadelphia, Pa., area and worked as a sorority house-mother at the University of Pennsylvania. In 1959 she married Otto Beer and joined him at Wilmington College, where he was assistant business manager. It was there Anne became a Friend, joining Campus (Ohio) Meeting, to which she and Otto devoted much energy. She also worked in the college library. They retired in 1963 and moved to Swarthmore, Pa., where they became active members of Swarthmore Meeting. Anne worked in a local public library and became active in the Women's International League for Peace and Freedom. Otto died in 1973 and Anne moved to Kendal at Longwood a few years later. She transferred her membership to Kendal (Pa.) Meeting and served on the Worship and Ministry Committee. Anne never ceased to read and learn. She was wise, generous, and life-affirming. Anne is survived by two daughters, Jean Benov and Anne Meyer; four grandchildren; five great-grandchildren; and four step-children and their families.

Emerson—Richard P. Emerson, 72, on July 27, 1993. Richard graduated from Harvard College in 1943 and Harvard Medical School in 1952. A fellow of the American Psychiatric Association and the American Association of Child Psychiatry, he had been director of Florida's Dade County Child Guidance Clinic. In private practice for many years, Richard was well known for instituting "listeners to children," a program of intervention for children at risk that utilized trained volunteers, and for introducing family therapy in Dade County. After retirement in 1987, he edited the newsletters of Miami (Fla.) Meeting and Southeastern Yearly Meeting in inimitable style with thought provoking articles. He is remembered for his spiritual honesty, his openness and ability to listen even when he vehemently disagreed, his humor, his love of plants, and his caring for the Quaker community. Richard is survived by his wife, Doris; two sons, Charles and Alan; two daughters, Carolyn and Victoria; and seven grandchildren.
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Telephone:(914) 462-4200
Fax:(914) 462-4251
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nition for excellent teaching and for coaching a small school’s champion softball team. Laura was active in several professional organizations related to education. She also enjoyed growing roses, rhododendrons, and host of other flowers. Her husband’s family was also active members of the Religious Society of Friends, which Laura also joined. As a member of Salem (Oreg.) Meeting and later Olympia (Wash.) Meeting, her wisdom and counsel were highly regarded. Laura was preceded in death by her husband, Ross Miles, in 1988. She is survived by three sons, Ward, Frank, and Rodney Miles; 12 grandchildren; and 21 great-grandchildren.

**Murphy—Carol R. Murphy, 78, on Feb. 21, at home. Known among Friends through her writings, Carol authored 17 Pendle Hill pamphlets, more than any other author in the history of the series. Their subject matter included pastoral care, comparative religion, theology, religion and psychology, and techniques of meditation. Shy and reclusive, she rarely initiated conversations, yet did not seem uncomfortable with silence. Writing and speaking in meeting for worship were her ways of communicating with the world. Carol spent her earliest years in Rockport and Gloucester, Mass. She attended Westtown School and Swarthmore College, graduating in 1937. Carol then lived in Westtown, Del., where she earned a master’s degree in International Relations at American University. Carol joined the Publications Committee of Pendle Hill in 1947, while she was a student there. She stayed with the group for 47 years, during which time she recorded the minutes for 30 years. Carol was also co-convener of the Library Committee of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, a member of the Church and Synagogue Librarians Association, and the librarian of Swarthmore (Pa.) Meeting, where she was a member. She served Swarthmore Meeting as assistant recording clerk and came regularly to pack clothing for the American Friends Service Committee. Carol was a religious contemplative with an authentic gift for listening and contemplating.

**Nicholson—Evelyn Hope Haworth Nicholson, 90, on Jan. 8. Evelyn was born in Philadelphia, Pa., and studied aesthetic dance in Chicago, Ill., as a teenager. In the following years, Evelyn became a member of the Society of Friends and attended Westtown School. After graduation she worked for the Society for 32 years and later studied for a degree in International Relations at American University. Evelyn joined the Publications Committee of Pendle Hill in 1947, while she was a student there. She stayed with the group for 47 years, during which time she recorded the minutes for 30 years. Carol was also co-convener of the Library Committee of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, a member of the Church and Synagogue Librarians Association, and the librarian of Swarthmore (Pa.) Meeting, where she was a member. She served Swarthmore Meeting as assistant recording clerk and came regularly to pack clothing for the American Friends Service Committee. Carol was a religious contemplative with an authentic gift for listening and contemplating.

**Rhoads—Elizabeth Brown Rhoads, 84, on March 18, after a lengthy illness. Born in Westtown, Pa., she was a long-time resident of West Chester, Pa. Elizabeth was a graduate of Westtown School and a member of West Chester (Pa.) Meeting. She is survived by a son, Joseph Rhoads, Jr.; a sister, Constance D. B. Page; and a granddaughter, Ann Terranova.

**Treadway—Dorothea Allen Treadway, 92, on Jan. 21, in Des Moines, Iowa. Born in New York City, she spent her childhood in White Plains, N.Y., and Seal Harbor, Maine. A 1924 graduate of Radcliffe College, she taught English for five years at Hamp­ton Institute in Virginia. There she met Clay Treadway, whom she married in 1930. Dorothea became an active member of the Society of Friends soon after her marriage. She and Clay were founding members of Des Moines Valley (Iowa) Meeting. She served as clerk of that meeting, and was active with the American Friends Service Committee and Iowa (Conservative) Yearly Meeting. Dorothea was survived by her daughters, Carolyn, Ray and Treadway; a daughter, Ann Cook-Francis; 13 grand­children; and six great-grandchildren.
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**Accommodations**

A homely base in the heart of London? Short-, medium-, and long-term accommodation available with excellent meals. Also meeting rooms for workshops, lectures, and conferences. Contact: Quaker International Centre, 1 Dyrgre Street, London W1E 7JH. Tel: 071-387-5646: fax: 071-388-3782.

Peaks Island, Portland, Me., B&B. Water-view summer home, 15 min. ferry, wooded lane, beach 300 feet; complete island variety living, $45 single, $85 double. Berry (813) 995-1254; (207) 786-3356.

Big Island, Hawaii, Friends invite you into their homes for mutual Quaker sharing. Donations, HCO, Box 21-0, Christian City, Hawaii 96704; (808) 929-8711; 229-7329 or 322-3116.


---

**Belize City, Central America—Friends House. Operated by Friends Services International, Mission Belize. With two guest rooms (two beds), Friends House is the perfect gateway for your Belize adventures. Spoon-take the barrier reef. Explore the unspoiled rainforests and Mayan ruins. Write FSI, Box 2080, Belize City, Belize, Central America, or call (501) 2-34253.

New York City holiday apartment. Charming Greenwich Village ground floor bathtub, bath, kitchen, living, and short-term transportation. Safe, clean, and quiet. $75 daily, three-day minimum. (212) 256-0286.


---

**Assistance Needed**

"In an international city of a million people, our Meeting is the only organized Quaker witness." The Friends Meeting of San Antonio is now accepting contributions to their Meetinghouse Building Fund. Charitable gifts will be gratefully accepted for this Quaker outreach venture. Contributions to the fund are payable, in care of: Ruth Logan, Treasurer, Friends Meeting of San Antonio, P.O. Box 645, San Antonio, TX 78219. Telephone: (210) 826-2845.

Quaker Inner-City School Endowment Fund. There is a small group of well integrated Quaker schools that are doing a terrific job in inner cities but have trouble even balancing budgets. Some Friends groups have set aside endowment funds to provide sufficient endowments to provide long-term financial stability. For more information, write or phone Imogene Angel, 150 Kendall at Longwood, Kenneth Square, PA 19146. Tel. (810) 388-0095.
Quaker Youth Exchange arranges Quaker home visits for Quakers 12-22 to U.S. or UK or from others. Hosts and visitors needed. Write QYE, 121 Watson Mill Road, Landenberg, PA 19350; (610) 274-8920.

Recent retiree, 72, erstwhile AFSC volunteer/staff person (Middle East, Guatemala, USA) needs large second mortage on valuable California beach home in need of sale or lease to avoid losing. Full Quaker Youth Exchange arranges Quaker home visits for visitors needed. Write QYE, 121 Watson Hill Dr., Richmond, VA 23230. Write for free catalogue.

Books and Publications
Books—Quaker spiritual classics, history, biography, and current Quaker experience, published by Friends United Press, 101-A Quaker Hill Dr., Richmond, VA 23230. Write for free catalogue.

For Sale
Mid-coast Maine. A very special place near the ocean—old cape carefully and tastefully restored. Four rooms, three full baths, spacious remodeled kitchen; opens onto solarium and large attached barn/garage. Fourteen acres, open fields and wood, sunset views. Excellent water from well driven. $90,000. Write Douglas, Ariz. Block construction, about 800 sq. ft., $20,000 with owner financing. Membership requirement. For flyer, call or write (902) 998-5492; P.O. Box 12, McNeil, ME 04317.

Opportunities
Wanted: Devoted people interested in joining together as Intensive Quaker community. Christ-centered—"Amish" life style. Contact ME and IHEE Pogue Shop, 29903 Alpine Rd., Morristown, OR 97214. Phone (503) 876-6057.

Community—Birk Ridge Area. Members needed for 6-7 household community forming on edge of Blue Ridge Mountains. 60 miles west of Washington, D.C. Spiritually concerned persons with building or organic farming skills needed. Oak Grove Farm, Rt. 1, Box 455, Round Hill, VA 22014.

Consider a Costa Rican study tour. February 2-13, 1994. Call or write Rob and Judy Stuckey, 116 Breton (Eleanor Hinshaw-Mulford), owner, to: Guelimat 1129-12/90 with Quaker educator, Rob Hinzl—30 years research/service in various Indian cultures. For travel with an anthropological focus, write Hinshah Tours, Box 412, Alpena, MI 49701.

Reach Financial Freedom after two years part-time work in your home-based family business, based on golden rule. Great for homeschoolers and others wanting economic security in a current world. Quaker family will send details. SASE to: Cashi, RD2 Box 211P, Bloomington, NY 12721.


Performing Arts
Relive the World of William Penn during his 350th Celebration Year. Your meeting or other organization can witness Quaker William Penn, in the First Person, providing a personal account of his life and times. Erik L. Burro has been seen on TV and radio. He has had numerous appearances. Tour a house of the Atlantic, before and after scenes. Includes home, office, business, and historical. For fees and more information: in the First Person, 451 High St., Burlington, NJ 08016. (908) 345-6536.

Personal Services
Single Booklovers, a national group, has been getting unattached booklovers together since 1970. Please write Box 117, Graysky, PA 15039, or call (215) 358-3049.

Classical Music Lovers' Exchange nationwide link between unattached music lovers. 1 (800) 233-CMLS; Box 31, Penland, NY 10870.


Position Vacant
House Manager for Pittsburgh Friends Meeting. Responsibilities include managing rental and physical maintenance of house and grounds. Meetinghouse con-located near universities. Compensation includes housing, health insurance, and salary. Contact Wallace Cayard, 100 Norman Drive, Box 150, Mars, PA 16046. Phone (412) 776-8180.

American Friends Service Committee, in Philadelphia seeks National Representative for Economic Justice, Community Relations of low income people, responsibility for forging AFSC understanding of economic changes affecting jobs, income and services for low income people; being understanding of communities and policymakers, to support and foster regional work on economic justice issues, focusing on housing and homelessness, welfare policy and jobs. Responsibilities: demonstrated oral and written communication skills, experience in program development and community based organizing. Position offers a full time salary. Needs people familiar in fair housing/homelessness work or welfare rights work desirable; experience in multicultural, multiracial work; skill in residents' organizing and political skills; willingness and ability to carry out significant travel. Resumes to: Lydia Wilcox, AFSC, 1501 Cherry Street, Philadelphia, PA 19102. AFSC is an Affirmative Action Employer.


John Woolman School is seeking dynamic Friends for staff positions. We need a science teacher for physics, chemistry, and biology starting this fall. We offer an interactive lifestyle of simplicity and community within a beautiful natural setting. Please send resume to: AFSC, 13075 Wolme Lane, Nevada, CA 95955, or call (916) 273-2183.

Friends World Committee for Consultation (FWCC). Section of the Americas announces the following job openings: 1. Associate Secretary. Full-time position, based in Philadelphia, with special responsibility for development and interpretation. Shares in administrative leadership with Executive Secretary. Involves travel, evening and weekend work. Begins mid-June to mid-July. 2. Western Field Staff. Part-time position, communication with and travel among Friends in Western United States and Canada, coordinating of Section programs. 3. Intern. One year, full-time position for skilled and concerned young Friends, making contact, fundraising and participation of younger Friends in Quaker work. Responsibilities include: data entry and correspondence with donors and others. Please contact the Section office for job descriptions and information at: 1606 Race Street, Philadelphia, PA 19102. (215) 241-7260.

Associate Secretary for Administration, Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. See our display page on page 27.

General Secretary/Bus iness Manager for Friends Committee on Unity with Nature. Spirit-led work on environmental issues among Friends. FCUN is accredited NGO at UN. Begin January, 1995. Duties include outreach, support services, and fund-raising. Coordination and liaison with FCUN committees and yearly meetings. Computer skills essential. Annual pay: $30,000. MOS. Modest salary. Write qualifications to: AFSC, 7700 Clarkesville Road, Sala, MD 20870.

Southern Yearly Meeting seeks a young yearly meeting secretary to begin no later than October 1, 1994. This part-time position is a blend of administration, secretarial work, and field secretary work. Computer skills and experience with Quaker practice required. For more information, call Vicki Carlie at (407) 678-1429.

Rentals & Retreats
200-year-old summer house, Sandwich, N.H. 40 acres of maple woods. Four bedrooms (seven sleeps), four fireplaces, new kitchen. Explore the White Mountains; blueberry picking; swimming and canoeing on Squam Lake ("Unit Pond.") $1200.00 per week. Paying now for summer and foliage seasons. (603) 985-6934.


Jadrilockdack. Housekeeping cabin on quiet, unspoiled lake. Fireplaces, fully equipped, June through September. $600 6/5-6/39; or write Doby, Cranberry Lake, NY 12927.

Bald Head Island, N.C. Lovely panoramic view of ocean, dunes, and golf course from five-foot-deep, oceanfront, bathroom, beautifully furnished house with wrap-around deck, electric golf cart. 14 miles of beach, championship golf course, tennis court, swimming, fishing, via extravagant. 15 minutes of marine wilderness. Many birds and wildflowers. No cars on island. Peaceful, friendly. Rental by day or week. (910) 454-4844.

See New England this summer. Rent small home, Attleboro, Massachusetts, $200 per week. No smokers. Boston, 45 minutes by train. Cape, beaches, one hour; New Hampshire, Vermont, three hours. Call (508) 228-2052.
**Evansville**—Meeting for worship 10 a.m. Sundays at Patchwork Central, 100 Washington Ave. Phone: (812) 447-8042.

**Iowa**

**Ames**—Worship 10 a.m. Sun.; summer 9 a.m. 427 Hawthorne Ave. (4 bks west of campus) Ames, IA 50014. Phone: (515) 293-1459, 293-2081.

**Des Moines**—Meeting for worship 10 a.m., classes 11:30 a.m. Meetinghouse, 4211 Grand Ave. Phone: 274-4771.

**Iowa City**—Meeting for worship 10 a.m. 311 N. Linn St. Phone: 352-0294 or 352-0071.

**Manhattan**—Meeting 10 a.m. 2010 Main, Manhattan, KS 66502. School year: 10 a.m. silence; 11 a.m. discussion. June/July: members host. Please call for dates. (785) 539-2511.

**Topeka**—Meeting 9:30 a.m. following discussion. 603 S.W. 8th Topeka. First-day school and child care provided. Phone: (785) 232-6216. (Takes 785-233-2731).

**Wichita**—Heartland Meeting, unprogrammed worship 11 a.m., First Days, Room 113, 314 E. 14th St. Phone: 356-5637.

**Wichita, Kan**—Friends Meeting, unprogrammed worship 10 a.m. 203 E. 1st St. (corner of W. 1st St. and Broadway). Phone: 321-0565.

**Massachusetts**

**BOSTON**—Meeting for worship 10:30 a.m. 3505 Bon Air Ave., 40265. Phone: 452-8612.

**Louisiana**

**Baton Rouge**—Unprogrammed meeting for worship 10 a.m. 4238 E. Veranda Ln. Co-clerks: Marshall Vidrine, (504) 629-3632; Alphonse McMullay, (504) 756-6556.

**New Orleans**—Unprogrammed meeting for Sunday worship 10 a.m. 788-5853 or 811-8622.

**Ruston**—Unprogrammed. Call: (318) 251-2609.

**Shreveport**—Unprogrammed. Call: (318) 797-0578.

**Maine**

**Bangor**—Acadia. Unprogrammed meeting for worship 6 p.m. (7 p.m. June, July, Aug.) 288-3806 or 299-4411.

**BELFAST**—Unprogrammed meeting for worship 9 a.m. Phone: (207) 338-4476.

**Brunswick**—Unprogrammed worship 10 a.m. 333 Maine St. (corner of State St.) Phone: 734-6917.

**East Vassalboro**—Unprogrammed meeting for worship 10 a.m. (9 a.m., summer). Child care. Friends Meetinghouse, Clime Road, George R. Keller, clerk. (207) 622-2851.

**Mid-Coast**—Area—Unprogrammed meeting for worship, First-day school, 10 a.m. At The Community Center, Business Route 1, Damariscotta. (207) 563-5464, or 354-8774.

**ORONO**—Unprogrammed meeting for worship 10 a.m. Orient Community Center, 896-1366.

**Portland**—Meeting, First-day school, 10 a.m. 1645 Forest Ave, (Rte. 32). Call: (207) 797-4720.

**Waterboro**—Unprogrammed worship, First-day school 9 a.m. Constant Chapel, Alfred. (207) 334-4134, 625-8034.

**Whiting**—Cobocoob Friends Meeting, Meeting, First Days, 10 a.m. Paul Thaler, clerk. Phone: (207) 733-2191.

**Maryland**

**Adelphi**—Worship 10 a.m. Sunday school 10:25 a.m. (4th Sun.) 9 a.m. 2nd hour (Sun. Sun. 11 a.m. 1st/0r3d/5th Sun. Nursery, 2363 Metzter, near U. of Md. (301) 445-1114.

**Annapolis**—Dubois Rd. Worship 11 a.m. Phone: (410) 572-4002.

**Baltimore**—Spy Run; worship 9:30 a.m. and 11 a.m. except 10 a.m. July and August. 5116 N. Charles St. 343-3773. Homework worship and First-day school 11 a.m. 3107 N. Charles St. 235-4458.

**Baltimore/Maryland**—Worship, Every First-day, 11 a.m. Call for directions. Phone: (410) 771-4853.

**Bethesda**—Classes and worship 11 a.m. (year round) Sidwell Friends Lower School, Edgemoor Lane and Beverly Rd. Phone: 896-8961.

**Chesterfield**—Chester River Meetinghouse, 124 Philosophers Terrace, Worship 11 a.m. Clerk: Lorraine Fry, P.O. Box 900, Chesapeake City, MD 21935, (410) 729-2250.

**Darlington**—Deer Creek Meeting, Worship 10:30 a.m.; Clerk, Ann Gregory, (410) 457-9188.

**Easton**—Third Meeting House, 405 W. S. Washington St. 10 a.m. First Days, (301) 820-6347, 820-7952.

**Fallston**—Little Falls Meeting, Old Fallston Rd. Worship 10:30 a.m. Clerk, Nancy Pasby, (410) 877-7245.

**Frederick**—Meeting for worship 10 a.m. First-day school 10:15. Please call for location, directions. Richard Broadbent, clerk, (301) 477-8269.

**Salisbury**—Unprogrammed worship 11 a.m. First-day school and adult class 10 a.m. Carey Ave. at Glen, (410) 543-4343, or 548-2112.

**Sandy Spring**—Meetinghouse Road off MD. Rt. 108. Worship Sundays 9:30 and 11 a.m., and Thursdays 6 p.m. Phone: (410) 774-9792. First-day school 10 a.m. Worship 9:30 a.m. only, followed by meeting for business. Phone: (301) 774-9792.

**Southern Maryland/Potomac Preparative Meeting**—Worship 10 a.m. Call Ann Tramlin 884-4258 or Peter Rebenold 586-1199.

**Union Bridge**—Pipe Creek Meeting. Worship 11 a.m. George Clark, clerk, (301) 851-9797.

**Minnesota**

**Brainerd**—Meeting for worship and First-day school 10 a.m. June 1st, 8th, 15th, 22nd, 29th. Summer, 10 a.m. First Sundays at 10 a.m. 8th, 15th, 22nd, 29th. Call: (218) 824-0747.

**Duluth**—Meeting for worship, First day, 9:30 a.m. Sundays, 1730 E. Superior St. David Harper, clerk. (218) 625-6577.

**Minneapolis**—Friends Meeting, 4401 York Ave. South, Mpls., MN 55410. Call for times. (612) 928-6041.

**Northfield-Cannon Falls**—Cannon Valley Monthly Meeting gatherings for worship (unprogrammed) at 10 a.m. each Sunday. On first Sundays of each month, it meets in homes. On second through fourth Sundays, it meets in the administrative building of Laura Baker School, at 211 Oak Street, Northfield, MN. First-day school for children is held during worship. For more information, contact the meeting at 368 Spring Creek Road, Northfield, MN 55057. (605) 660-1048.

**Rochester**—Unprogrammed Meeting. Call: (507) 282-6977.

**St. Paul**—Twin Cities Friends Meeting, 1725 Grand Ave.; St. Paul. Unprogrammed worship, 10:30 a.m. (651) 699-6955.

**Watertown**—Cris crossed Friends Unprogrammed worship at 10 a.m. (512) 777-1699, 777-5661.
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You can take it with you!

We know many of our readers pass *Friends Journal* around. They want to talk about a letter they saw in the Forum, consider an article together in adult discussion hour, find out where the nearest meeting is when they’re on vacation.

But wouldn’t it be nice to have your own copy? Summertime is upon us, offering a chance for rest and relaxation. What better time to sit back and enjoy *Friends Journal*, wherever you are.

You’ll find there’s something for everyone—hot discussions in the Forum, thoughtful and provocative articles, poetry and meditative pieces, and coverage of news and events of particular interest to Friends.

Let us help you take it with you. We offer, to new subscribers, three issues, absolutely free. Try it, and subscribe later if you like it. Or if you’re already convinced, sign up for a subscription and we’ll throw in 4 extra issues—16 for the price of 12!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Three free issues</th>
<th>— or —</th>
<th>16 issues for the price of 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If you enjoy your free issues, consider a subscription.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Only $21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Name: ____________________________
Address: __________________________
City/State/Zip: ____________________
Phone: ____________________________

I am a new subscriber:
Pleased sign me up for □ 3 free issues.
□ 16 issues for the price of 12.

Please renew my subscription:
I enclose □ $21 for one year.
□ $40 for two years.
□ Check enclosed □ Bill me.
(Overseas subscribers add $6/yr. for postage.)